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Chapter 1: Getting Started 
 
 

Generating a Character 
 

Replace the "Generating a Character" section from Core Rules (2009) pp14-15 with 
the following text: 

 
From the sly rogue to the stalwart paladin, the Pathfinder RPG allows you to make 
the character you want to play. Once you have a general concept worked out, use 
the following steps to bring your idea to life, recording the resulting information and 
statistics on your Pathfinder RPG character sheet, which can be found at the back of 
this book and photocopied for your convenience. 
 
Step 1— Character Background: A character concept or background is the most 
important aspect of your character. Have an idea of who the character is and where 
they came from before rolling dice. Some of the best character backgrounds fit in 
with details in the campaign world, and help the GM to personalise the game for 
you. Consider your characters friends, family, beliefs and goals. Give the GM some 
NPCs that he can use in later adventures and the game is all the richer for it. 
 
Step 2— Determine Ability Scores: Start by generating your character's ability scores 
(see page 15). These six scores determine your character's most basic attributes and 
are used to decide a wide variety of details and statistics. Some class selections 
require you to have better than average scores for some of your abilities. The Iourn 
game uses the Purchase method to determine ability scores, the budget is usually 15 
points. Note that your choice of race will also affect your starting ability scores. 
 
Step 3—Pick Your Race: Next, pick your character's race, noting any modifiers to 
your ability scores and any other racial traits (see Chapter 2). There are seven basic 
races to choose from, although your GM might have others to add to the list. Under 
the house rules, your choice of race has no effect on the Languages you know. 
 
Step 4—Pick Your Class: A character's class represents a profession, such as fighter 
or wizard. If this is a new character, he starts at 1st level in his chosen class. As he 
gains experience points (XP) for defeating monsters overcoming challenges and 
completing story goals, he goes up in level, granting him new powers and abilities. 
 
Step 5—Choose Languages: Your character starts play knowing 2 + Int Modifier 
spoken tongues or written scripts. These are chosen from the list of available 
languages for Iourn and may or may not include racial languages for your character. 
Some languages may be unavailable depending on the campaign. For each rank your 
character takes in the Linguistics skill he can add one spoken tongue or one written 
script to his repertoire of languages. 
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Step 6—Pick Skills: Determine the number of skill ranks possessed by your character, 
based on his class and Intelligence modifier (and any other bonuses, such as the 
bonus received by humans). Then spend these ranks on skills, but remember that 
you cannot have more ranks than your level in any one skill (for a starting character, 
this is usually one). Each class has a number of favoured skills called Class Skills. You 
get a +3 bonus on all class skills that you put ranks into, so consider these skills first. 
 
Step 7—Select Feats: Determine how many feats your character receives, based on 
his class and level, and select them from those presented in Chapter 5. 
 
Step 8—Choose Traits: All characters have two special traits that reflect your 
character background. There is a selection of these on p326 of the Advanced Player's 

Guide (2010); the online Pathfinder SRD collates legal traits from various sources. 
Traits should be seen as a means to build on the story of your character, and explain 
what he was doing before he became an adventurer. If no traits fit your character, 
then invent your own using the existing traits as a guide – but he sure to run them 
past the GM first. 
 
Step 9—Determine Starting Hit Points: A level 1 character begins with maximum hit 
points for its Hit Die roll. To determine a hit points for levels beyond 1st, roll the dice 
indicated by its Hit Dice. Alternatively, starting at 2nd level, you can always choose to 
take the average die roll (rounded up) instead of rolling for hit points – i.e. 3 not 1d4, 
4 not 1d6, 5 not 1d8, 6 not d10, and 7 not 1d12. This decision must be made before 
you roll your hit die. Creatures whose first Hit Die comes from an NPC class or from 
his race roll their first Hit Die normally, or take the average result rounded up. 
 
Step 10—Buy Equipment: Each new character begins the game with an amount of 
gold, based on his class, that can be spent on a wide range of equipment and gear, 
from chainmail armour to leather backpacks. This gear helps your character survive 
while adventuring. In some cases the certain equipment. Magic items cannot be 
purchased from starting wealth. At the discretion of the GM, based on the needs of 
the campaign, certain equipment may be provided freely. 
 
Step 11—Finishing Details: Finally, you need to determine the derived statistics of 
your character such as armour class (AC), saving throws, initiative modifier and 
attack values. Consult Chapter 7 of the Core Rules (2009) for additional rules. The 
rules for Alignment have been modified somewhat in the House Rules. 
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Chapter 3: Classes 
 
 

The Cleric 

 

The following text replaces the information about the Cleric class from pp38-41 of 
the Core Rules (2009). The rules also supersede the definition of subdomains 
originally presented in the Advanced Player's Guide (2010) pp86-97. 

 
In faith and the miracles of the divine, many find a greater purpose. Called to serve 
powers beyond most mortal understanding, all priests preach wonders and provide 
for the spiritual needs of their people. Clerics are more than mere priests, though; 
these emissaries of the divine work the will of their deities through strength of arms 
and the magic of their gods. Devoted to the tenets of the religions and philosophies 
that inspire them, these ecclesiastics quest to spread the knowledge and influence of 
their faith. Yet while they might share similar abilities, clerics prove as different from 
one another as the divinities they serve, with some offering healing and redemption, 
others judging law and truth, and still others spreading conflict and corruption. The 
ways of the cleric are varied, yet all who tread these paths walk with the mightiest of 
allies and bear the arms of the gods themselves. 
 
Role: More than capable of upholding the honour of their deities in battle, clerics 
often prove stalwart and capable combatants. Their true strength lies in their 
capability to draw upon the power of their deities, whether to increase their own 
and their allies' prowess in battle, to vex their foes with divine magic, to lend healing 
to companions in need, or myriad other powers in keeping with their faith. 
 
Deity: All clerics must revere a specific deity. The choice of deity affects the cleric's 
class skills, the spells he casts, and may also re-flavour some of the cleric's class 
abilities. Players who wish divine spellcasting characters without the benefit of 
religious dogma should choose to play a Mystic instead. 
 
Alignment: There is no restriction on the alignment of a cleric, and no requirement 
that cleric's alignment be within one step of her deity. However, clerics must still 
abide by the tenets of their religion: something an evil cleric worshipping a good 
deity may not be able to maintain. Acting against the tenets of your religion is a code 
of conduct violation (see ex-Clerics, below). 
 
Hit Die: d8 
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Table HR-1: Cleric Advancement 

Level Base Attack 

Bonus 

Fort 

Save 

Ref 

Save 

Will 

Save 

Special 

1st +0 +2 +0 +2 Aura, channel energy 1d6, domains, orisons, 
spontaneous casting 

2nd +1 +3 +0 +3  

3rd +2 +3 +1 +3 Channel energy 2d6 

4th +3 +4 +1 +4  

5th +3 +4 +1 +4 Channel energy 3d6 

6th +4 +5 +2 +5  

7th +5 +5 +2 +5 Channel energy 4d6 

8th +6/+1 +6 +2 +6  

9th +6/+1 +6 +3 +6 Channel energy 5d6 

10th +7/+2 +7 +3 +7  

11th +8/+3 +7 +3 +7 Channel energy 6d6 

12th +9/+4 +8 +4 +8  

13th +9/+4 +8 +4 +8 Channel energy 7d6 

14th +10/+5 +9 +4 +9  

15th +11/+6/+1 +9 +5 +9 Channel energy 8d6 

16th +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +10  

17th +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +10 Channel energy 9d6 

18th +13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +11  

19th +14/+9/+4 +12 +6 +12 Channel energy 10d6 

20th +15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +12  

 
 

Table HR-2: Cleric spells per day 

Level 0 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 

1st 3 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

2nd 4 3 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

3rd 4 3 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

4th 4 4 3 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- 

5th 4 4 3 2 --- --- --- --- --- --- 

6th 4 4 4 3 --- --- --- --- --- --- 

7th 4 5 4 3 2 --- --- --- --- --- 

8th 4 5 4 4 3 --- --- --- --- --- 

9th 4 5 5 4 3 2 --- --- --- --- 

10th 4 5 5 4 4 3 --- --- --- --- 

11th 4 5 5 5 4 3 2 --- --- --- 

12th 4 5 5 5 4 4 3 --- --- --- 

13th 4 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 --- --- 

14th 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 --- --- 

15th 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 --- 

16th 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 --- 

17th 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 2 

18th 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 3 

19th 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 

20th 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
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Class Skills 
 
The cleric's class skills are Craft (Int), Diplomacy (Cha), Heal (Wis), Knowledge 
(religion) (Int), Linguistics (Int), Profession (Wis), Sense Motive (Wis), Spellcraft (Int), 
and five other skills depending on his faith. See Table HR-3: Gods of Iourn for details 
of these class skills. 
 
Skill ranks per level: 2 + Int Modifier 

 

 

Class Features 
 
The following are features of the cleric: 
 
Weapon and Armour Proficiency: Clerics are proficient with all simple weapons, 
light armour, medium armour, and shields (except tower shields). Clerics are also 
proficient with the favoured weapon of their deity. 
 
Aura (Ex): A cleric of a chaotic, evil, good, or lawful deity has a particularly powerful 
aura corresponding to the deity's alignment (see the detect evil spell for details). This 
aura may not reflect the cleric's own alignment. 
 
Spells: A cleric casts divine spells which are drawn from the cleric spell list presented 
in the Spell Lists section, and the bonus spells granted from any of her Domains. A 
cleric must choose and prepare her spells in advance. 
 
To prepare or cast a spell, a cleric must have a Wisdom score equal to at least 10 + 
the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against a cleric's spell is 10 + the 
spell level + the cleric's Wisdom modifier. 
 
Like other spellcasters, a cleric can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell 
level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table HR-2: Cleric spells per 

day. In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Wisdom score.  
 
A cleric may know any number of spells, but must choose which to prepare each day. 
Clerics meditate or pray for their spells. The faith of each cleric prescribes a time 
each day when she must spend 1 hour in quiet contemplation or supplication to 
prepare her daily allotment of spells.  
 
A cleric begins play knowing all 0-level spells from her domain lists and the cleric 
spell list (she can choose not to know spells of an opposed alignment); and three 1st-
level spells of her choice. The cleric also selects a number of additional 1st-level 
spells equal to her Wisdom modifier. At each new cleric level, she gains two new 
spells of any spell level or levels that she can cast (based on her new cleric level). The 
spells do not have to be written down, although some such spells are kept in written 
format. 
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The cleric can also add additional divine spells from either the cleric list or any of her 
domains. These spells may be learned from scrolls or other written sources, or 
taught by another cleric of the character's faith; alternatively the cleric could invent 
a new spell himself. The cleric follows the same rules as a wizard who adds 
additional spells to his spellbook.  See the "Spells Copied from Another's Spellbook 
or Scroll" and "Independent Research" methods on p219 of the Core Rules (2009). 
 
Channel Energy (Su): Regardless of alignment, any cleric can release a wave of 
energy by channelling the power of her faith through her holy (or unholy) symbol. 
This energy can be used to cause or heal damage, depending on the type of energy 
channelled and the creatures targeted. 
 
For some faiths, Channel Energy takes a different form than the text below. Refer to 
the section on Variant Channel Energy for further details. 
 
A cleric of a Good-aligned deity channels positive energy and can choose to deal 
damage to undead creatures or to heal living creatures. An cleric of an Evil-aligned 
deity channels negative energy and can choose to deal damage to living creatures or 
to heal undead creatures. A cleric whose deity is neither Good nor Evil must choose 
whether she channels positive or negative energy. Once this choice is made, it 
cannot be reversed. This decision also determines whether the cleric casts 
spontaneous cure or inflict spells (see spontaneous casting).  
 
Channelling energy causes a burst that affects all creatures of one type (either 
undead or living) in a 30-foot radius cantered on the cleric. The amount of damage 
dealt or healed is equal to 1d6 points of damage plus 1d6 points of damage for every 
two cleric levels beyond 1st (2d6 at 3rd, 3d6 at 5th, and so on). Creatures that take 
damage from channelled energy receive a Will save to halve the damage. The DC of 
this save is equal to 10 + ½ the cleric's level + the cleric's Charisma modifier. 
Creatures healed by channelled energy cannot exceed their maximum hit point total 
– all excess healing is lost. A cleric may channel energy a number of times per day 
equal to 3 + her Charisma modifier. This is a standard action that does not provoke 
an attack of opportunity. A cleric can choose whether or not to include herself in this 
effect. A cleric must be able to present her holy symbol to use this ability.  
 
Domains: A cleric's deity influences her alignment, what magic she can perform, her 
values, and how others see her. A cleric chooses two domains from among those 
belonging to her deity. Each domain grants a number of domain powers dependent 
on the level of the cleric. She gains the listed powers from both of her domains, if 
she is of a high enough level. Unless otherwise noted, using a domain power is a 
standard action. Cleric domains are listed at the end of this class entry. 
 
Each domain also grants the cleric access to a number of bonus spells. When a player 
decides upon the spells the cleric knows at 1st level, or chooses the two spells a 
cleric gains when she advances level, that choice is made from the cleric's list of 
domain spells as well as general cleric spell list. 
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A cleric may choose to modify one or both of her Domains by selecting a Subdomain. 
Choosing a Subdomain swaps out one of the powers in the Domain for another of 
equal value. The list of domain spells is unchanged. Not all subdomains are available 
to all clerics who possess the governing domain. See Table HR-3: Gods of Iourn for 
more information. 
 
Some domains grant the cleric additional class skills. If the class skill granted by the 
domain is already on the cleric's list of class skills, then the player may choose 
another class skill for his character. 
 
Orisons: Clerics can prepare a number of orisons, or 0-level spells, each day, as 
noted on Table: Cleric spells per day. These spells are cast like any other spell, but 
they are not expended when cast and may be used again. When a cleric prepares her 
spells she decides which of the orisons she knows are prepared for the day. 
 
Spontaneous Casting: A cleric of a Good-aligned deity can channel stored spell 
energy into healing spells that she did not prepare ahead of time. The cleric can 
"lose" any prepared spell that is not an orison in order to cast any cure spell of the 
same spell level or lower (a cure spell is any spell with "cure" in its name).  
 
A cleric of an Evil-aligned deity can't convert prepared spells to cure spells but can 
convert them to inflict spells (an inflict spell is one with "inflict" in its name). 
 
A cleric who worships a deity that is neither good nor evil can choose whether she 
can spontaneous cast cure or inflict spells. However, if the cleric uses the standard 
Channel Energy class feature explained above, then this choice will have already 
been made as Channel Energy and Spontaneous Casting must be in sync. Once this 
decision is made it cannot be changed. 
 
If the cleric's Channel Energy class feature allows the cleric to channel positive 
energy then she must choose to spontaneous cast cure spells. If the cleric's Channel 
Energy class feature allows the cleric to channel negative energy then she must 
choose to spontaneous cast inflict spells. 
 
Additionally, the eight cure spells (or the eight inflict spells) are added to the list of 
spells that a cleric knows. This is in addition to any spells the cleric knows. 
 
Chaotic, Evil, Good, and Lawful Spells: A cleric can potentially cast any spell that is 
available to her, even those with an alignment descriptor opposed to her own or her 
deity's. However, casting such spells may have adverse consequences. Casting spells 
with an alignment descriptor opposed to the cleric's own alignment, may see the 
cleric's alignment gradually shift toward the new moral or ethical outlook. Casting 
spells with an alignment descriptor opposed to the deity's alignment may be 
considered a violation of the cleric's code of conduct. 
 
Ex-Clerics: A cleric who grossly violates the code of conduct required by her god 
loses all spells and class features, except for armour and shield proficiencies and 
proficiency with simple weapons. She cannot thereafter gain levels as a cleric of that 
god until she atones for her deeds (see the atonement spell description). 
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Gods of Iourn 
 
 

This section replaces 3-6: Deities of the Pathfinder Chronicles in the Core Rules 

(2010). Iourn has its own set of gods. 

 
 
 

Table HR-3: Gods of Iourn 

Deity AL Portfolio Domains Subdomains 

Aegir NE The seas, the mind, 
strength, conflict, sailors 

Death, Destruction, Evil, 
Madness, Travel, Trickery, 
Strength, Water 

Catastrophe, Exploration, 
Loss, Oceans, Rage, Trade 

Azygous LG Self-determination, 
humans, fertility, 
creation, industry 

Artifice, Community, 
Glory, Healing, 
Knowledge, Liberation, 
Travel 

Construct, Family, 
Heroism, Home, Honour, 
Thought, Toil 

Calafax N Fire, destruction, war, 
rebirth, second chances, 
altruism, summer. 

Chaos, Community, 
Destruction, Fire, Healing, 
Law, Sun, War 

Arson, Ash, Blood, 
Catastrophe, Loyalty, 
Pyre, Rage, Resurrection, 
Smoke, Tactics, Torture, 
Warbound 

Domordis N Watchfulness, the land, 
protection, deliverance 

Animal, Earth, Healing,  
Liberation, Plant, 
Protection, Scalykind, 
Weather 

Caves, Decay, Defence, 
Dragon, Feather, Fur,  
Growth, Metal, 
Restoration, Resurrection, 
Seasons, Storms 

Helian LN The sun, creation, 
civilisation, salvation, 
domination 

Artifice, Charm, 
Community, Evil, Fire, 
Glory, Good, Law,  
Nobility, Protection, 
Healing, Sun, War 

Archon, Blood, Construct, 
Day, Defence, Devil, 
Family, Heroism, Home, 
Honour, Leadership, 
Light, Martyr, Purity, 
Restoration, Resurrection, 
Slavery,  Tactics, Toil, 
Tyranny, Warbound 

Karatath LE Domination, overlordship, 
magic, secrets, forbidden 
lore 

Charm, Death, 
Destruction, Law, Evil, 
Glory, Knowledge, Magic, 
Nobility, Trickery, Rune, 
War 

Arcane, Blood, 
Catastrophe, Daemon, 
Devil, Divine, Fear, 
Language, Loss, Lust, 
Night, Rage, Slavery, 
Tactics, Torture, Tyranny, 
Warbound, Wards 

Lolth CE Elves, the drow, magic, 
creation, darkness, 
spiders 

Artifice, Darkness, Chaos, 
Evil, Magic, Madness, 
Trickery 

Azata (eladrin), Arcane, 
Construct, Deception, 
Demon, Divine, Entropy, 
Insanity, Loss, Night, 
Nightmare, Thievery, Toil 

Moradin LG Creation, dwarves, 
smithing, stone, 
engineering 

Artifice, Community, 
Earth,  Good, Law, 
Protection,  

Archon, Caves, Construct, 
Defence, Family, Home, 
Metal, Purity, Toil 

Mortis N Death, undeath, time, the 
past, history, archives, 
knowledge, funerals, old 
age. 

Community, Death, Evil, 
Healing, Knowledge, 
Pestilence, Repose 

Analysis, Ancestors, 
Daemon, Fear, Memory, 
Murder, Souls, Thought, 
Undead 
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Deity AL Portfolio Domains Subdomains 

Sashelas CG Sunlit waters, mediation, 
alliance and co-operation, 
a bulwark against evil. 

Community, Chaos, Good, 
Healing, Nobility, 
Knowledge, Protection, 
Water 

Azata (eladrin), Defence, 
Family, Flotsam, Home, 
Leadership, Martyr, 
Memory, Oceans, 
Restoration, Resurrection, 
Thought 

Sharrash N Water, oceans, rivers, 
sailors, ships, travel, 
trade, capriciousness, 
winter. 

Community, Destruction, 
Healing, Travel, Trickery, 
Water, Weather 

Aquanaut, Catastrophe, 
Deception, Exploration, 
Flotsam, Ice, Oceans, 
Rage, Seasons, Storms, 
Trade 

Terranor N Earth, mountains, forests, 
nature, agriculture, 
strength, loyalty, justice, 
law, autumn. 

Animal, Community, 
Earth, Healing, Law, 
Nobility, Plant, 
Protection, Strength 

Caves, Decay, Defence, 
Feather, Fur,  Growth, 
Inevitable, Leadership, 
Martyr, Metal, Purity, 
Resolve, Stone Voyager, 
Terranite 

Umberlee CE Cariousness, seas, ocean 
predators, greed, storms, 
vanity. 

Animal, Charm, Chaos, 
Destruction, Evil, Water, 
Weather 

Catastrophe, Demon, 
Fear, Lust, Oceans, Rage, 
Storms, Torture 

Vítaeous N Life, birth, creativity, joy, 
love, marriage, 
adventure. 

Community, Charm, 
Good, Charm, Healing, 
Luck, Trickery 

Archon, Curse, Deception, 
Family, Fate, Home, Love, 
Lust, Restoration, 
Resurrection, Thievery 

Yeathani NE Drowning, the impossible 
depths, black water, 
brooding menace, 
forbidden lore 

Darkness, Death, Evil, 
Knowledge,  Madness, 
Pestilence, Water 

Daemon, Devil, Fear, 
Insanity, Loss, Memory, 
Night, Nightmare, Oceans 

Zeboim CE Anger, destruction and 
violence; peace and fine 
seas; contradictions, 
dragons 

Chaos, Destruction, Evil, 
Luck, Scalykind, Water, 

Catastrophe, Curse, 
Demon, Dragon, Fate, 
Fear, Flotsam, Oceans, 
Rage, Torture 

Zephyre N Air, storms, weather, 
mysteries, magic, spring. 

Air, Chaos, Liberation, 
Knowledge, Magic, Rune, 
Weather 

Arcane, Cloud, Divine, 
Freedom, Language, 
Memory, Revolution, 
Seasons, Storms, Sweet 
Air, Thought, Wards, 
Wind, Windborn 

 

Aegir 
 
 

 

Patron of the Aesir of Lareth, his clergy make sure that the 
proper respect is shown to their god. This respect usually takes 
the form of gold and other material sacrifices, in return for safe 
sea passage. A no nonsense and belligerent clergy, driven by the 
need to keep their people safe in a hostile land. 
Pantheon: Morndinsamman 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Lareth 
Favoured Weapon: Greatclub 
Holy Symbol: Breaking wave 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge 
(geography) (Int), Knowledge (nature) (Int), Swim (Str) 
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Azygous 
 
 

 

The creator god of the human race, Azygous is now little known 
outside its ancient places of power. Clerics have a parental role, 
looking after their parishioners and protecting them from the 
predations of the world. They stand for freedom, growth and 
progress. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Elessenia, the Glacial Wastes 
Favoured Weapon: The mace 
Holy Symbol: Interlocking hands of different creeds 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Knowledge (arcana) (Int),  Knowledge 
(engineering) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge (the 
planes) (Int) 

 
 

Calafax 
 
Bombastics (Bombastic Church) 

 

 

The Bombastics worship Calafax as a force of chaos and 
destruction. They are anarchists that seek to overthrow the 
established order, often by infiltrating other churches that 
worship the god of Fire. They are sneaky and conniving, as well 
as being extremely dangerous. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Dagger 
Holy Symbol: Stylised burst of fire 
Class Skills: Bluff (Cha), Disable Device (Dex), Disguise (Cha), 
Perception (Wis), Stealth (Dex) 

 
 
Firestarters (Church of Fire) 

 

 

These clerics venerate fire as an agent of change and rebirth. A 
philanthropic church they are believers in freedom, heroism and 
giving others a second chance. They are a relaxed and 
approachable faith, but not shy when it comes to incinerating 
their enemies. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Longsword 
Holy Symbol: Phoenix 
Class Skills: Bluff (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge 
(local) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int), Perform (Cha) 
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Red Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Calafax above 
the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, each Red 
Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own interpretation of the 
will of Calafax. They answer only to the Cloaked Cabal of Moon 
Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, the Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple red cloak 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Calafax's teachings. 

 
 
Warmakers (Church of Contention) 

 

 

Warmakers worship Calafax as the god of war. They are as much 
soldiers as they are clerics. Highly competent battle tacticians, 
the high priests are decorated generals, and are often called to 
serve in national armies. Pragmatic rather than honourable, the 
Warmakers never back down from a fight. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Any heavy blade 
Holy Symbol: Flaming sword 
Class Skills: Handle Animal (Cha), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge 
(engineering) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge 
(nobility) (Int), Ride (Dex) 

 
 

Domordis 
 
 

 

The great god of Lareth, patron of the hearth, home and the 
comforting strength of stone walls. Deity of nature, and 
protector of trees. The Larethi priests of Domordis are often 
elven, who have developed an affinity with the god. The 
priesthood are a popular force for good in the islands. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Isles of Lareth, Cradlelands  
Favoured Weapon: Wooden club or staff 
Holy Symbol: A stone tree 
Class Skills: Handle Animal (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), 
Knowledge (dungeoneering) (Int), Knowledge (nature) (Int), 
Survival (Wis) 
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Helian (Hadradanism) 
 
Elyastic Priests (Elyassism) 

 

 

The most ancient of the Helian-worshipping orders, these priests 
follow the teachings of the prophet Elyas. They are a open and 
welcoming faith, who put great stock in honour and good deeds. 
Steadfast opponents of evil, they are a weak in Hadrada itself, 
although they are the only faith on Belsinor's Girdle. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Belsinor's Girdle, Hadrada 
Favoured Weapon: Shepherd's crook (staff) 
Holy Symbol: The face of Helian in a burning sun 
Class Skills: Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), 
Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Perception (Wis) 

 
 
Timonites (Timonism)  

 

 

The current passive faith of Hadradanism, created out of 
centuries of defeat and the destruction of their empire. Timonite 
priests are inward-looking, dedicated to protecting the Hadradan 
people from outside threats and from themselves. Timonites do 
not look outside the borders of Hadrada. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Hadrada 
Favoured Weapon: Staff 
Holy Symbol: Sunrise over a green land 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Knowledge (arcana), Knowledge 
(engineering), Knowledge (history) (Int),  Knowledge (nobility) 
(Int) 

 
 
Vandanites (Vandanism) 

 
 

 
 

The prophet Vanda rewrote the thirteen laws of Elyas to cast the 
Hadradan people in the role as the chosen ones. His priests were 
at the forefront of conquering the world, creating the Hadradan 
empire and enslaving the lesser races. Now a waning power, the 
priests continue to peddle their poison among the ignorant. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Hadrada, Vikallia, Lareth 
Favoured Weapon: The whip 
Holy Symbol: The sun and the serpent 
Class Skills: Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), 
Knowledge (geography) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int). 
Knowledge (the planes) (Int)  
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Karatath 
 
 

 
 

Once an elf that sat on the Grey Council, Karatath became a god 
and started the first Great War that lasted for one thousand 
years. Imprisoned deep in the Great Dark, his priesthood 
continued to serve his evil ends throughout the world. Now the 
dark lord stirs, and his priests have become even more powerful. 
Pantheon: None 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Thannassanoir and worldwide 
Favoured Weapon: Sacrificial dagger 
Holy Symbol: Elvish knot 
Class Skills: Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (any) 

 

Lolth 
 
 

 

Fate's third-born, the child of magic, creator of the Weave. Lolth 
remains imprisoned in Barathrum, but she still has power to 
grant spells and powers to her clerics. The priesthood of Lolth is 
entirely female, and much of it has become embroiled in the 
petty conflict and one-upmanship of drow politics. 
Pantheon: Children of Fate 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Drow nations, Demonweb 
Favoured Weapon: Spider dagger 
Holy Symbol: Lolth's head, the spider 
Class Skills: Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), 
Knowledge (dungeoneering) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), 
Use Magic Device (Cha) 

 

Moradin 
 
 

 

The god of dwarves, Moradin's titles include the Soul Forger, 
Dwarf-father, the All-Father, and the Creator. Moradin forged 
the first dwarves out of metal and gems and breathed life into 
them. He governs the arts and sciences of the dwarves: smithing, 
metalworking, engineering, and war 

Pantheon: Morndinsamman 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Gustadtan, Auld Kingdom (Angdor) 
Favoured Weapon: Warhammer 
Holy Symbol: Hammer and anvil 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Knowledge (dungeoneering) (Int), 
Knowledge (nobility), Knowledge (engineering) (Int), Knowledge 
(history) (Int). 
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Mortis 
 
Grey Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

 
 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Mortis above 
the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, each Grey 
Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own interpretation of the 
will of Mortis. They answer only to the Cloaked Cabal of Moon 
Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, The Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple grey cloak 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Terranor's teachings. 

 
 
Necrolytes (The Church of the Unbeating Heart) 

 

 

Necrolytes worship Mortis as the god of undeath, horror and 
pain. One of the two forbidden churches of Uros they operate in 
secret, taking what they need and experimenting for their own 
cruel ends. The goals of individual cells can differ widely, some 
might be approachable while others spell certain death. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Serrated knife 
Holy Symbol: Human skull 
Class Skills: Disguise (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge 
(dungeoneering) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Stealth (Dex) 

 
 
Scribes (The Scriveners of Doom) 

 

 

The keepers of knowledge, history and lore… the Scribes amass 
great libraries and archives of knowledge. Their priests collect 
esoteric lore and make it available to the faithful (for a fee). They 
engage in and sponsor expeditions to long forgotten locations in 
the hope of adding to their knowledge.  
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Hammer 
Holy Symbol: Open book 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Knowledge (any) 
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Watchers (The Watchers on the Cusp of Oblivion) 

 

 

The oldest of the faiths of Mortis, the Watchers are the 
defenders of life, forever vigilant against the threat posed by the 
undead. They also teach against the practice of resurrection and 
are largely responsible for having the practice outlaws in Urova. 
The watchers also administer last rites to Moon worshippers. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Scythe or long blade 
Holy Symbol: Hour glass 
Class Skills: Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), 
Knowledge (local) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int), Perception 
(Wis) 

 

Sashelas 
 
 

 

The priesthood of Sashelas is mainly made up of aquatic elves, 
who defend the shallow seas from the incursion of evil races, 
befriend stranded swimmers, and act as link between the 
saltwater communities and their land-based brethren. Fickle and 
flighty in some regards, the Delphions are steadfast when it 
comes to protecting their homes and their history. 
Pantheon: Seldarine (exiled) 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Shallow seas of the Sasheenie 
Favoured Weapon: Trident 
Holy Symbol: Dolphin 
Class Skills: Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge (nature) (Int), 
Perform (Cha), Survival (Wis), Swim (Str) 

 

Sharrash 
 
 
Blue Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Sharrash 
above the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, 
each Blue Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own 
interpretation of the will of Sharrash. They answer only to the 
Cloaked Cabal of Moon Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple blue cloak 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Sharrash's teachings. 
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Farseekers (Odyssian Church) 

 

Clerics of the church of travel and exploration, the Odyssian 
clergy look to protect all travellers, although particularly sailors. 
They are responsible for the construction and maintenance of 
the Sharrashan waystations that dot Norandor. But more than 
that, they are faith obsessed with what is to be found over the 
next horizon. Few have gone so far, or seen so much. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova, but can be found worldwide 
Favoured Weapon: Staff or whip 
Holy Symbol: Sailing ship 
Class Skills: Knowledge (geography) (Int), Knowledge (local) (Int), 
Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Survival (Wis), Swim (Str) 

 
 
Merchants Divine (Agiostic Church) 

 

 

The priests of the Agiostic faith are skilled merchants, traders, 
and accountants; but many are also skilled artisans and 
craftsmen who use their position in the church to ply their wares. 
Merchant districts and sometimes entire markets are under the 
control of the church. They are, perhaps, the most powerful of all 
the Moon Faiths with their tyrannical grip of the theory of 
economics. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Short sword 
Holy Symbol: Pair of scales 
Class Skills: Appraise (Int), Bluff (Cha), Knowledge (history) (Int), 
Knowledge (local) (Int), Swim (Str) 

 
Waveservants (Church of Water) 

 

 

Waveservants hold water to be the most sacred of elements. 
They protect it from corruption, and are normally in charge of the 
water supply in most Urovan cities and settlements. The clerics 
are extremely adaptable, holding that change is an essential part 
of life. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Mace 
Holy Symbol: Cresting wave 
Class Skills: Knowledge (geography) (Int), Knowledge (nature) 
(Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), 
Swim (Str) 
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Terranor 
 
Brown Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Terranor 
above the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, 
each Brown Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own 
interpretation of the will of Terranor. They answer only to the 
Cloaked Cabal of Moon Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, the Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple brown cloak 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Calafax's teachings. 

 
 
Justiciars (The Justicians) 

 

Justicians worship Terranor as the god of order and justice. A 
popular faith among judges, lawmen and paladins, the 
priesthood is a highly respected institution in Urova. Its 
hierarchy is closely interwoven with the judiciary, and the 
Justicians have a large role in creating and administering laws. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Longsword 
Holy Symbol: Face wearing a blindfold  
Class Skills: Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), 
Knowledge (nobility) (Int), Perception (Wis), Ride (Dex),  

 
 
Shepherds (Church of the Land) 

 

 

The Shepherds see Terranor as the god of the earth and the 
hearth, and the patron of farming. The priesthood is the least 
hierarchical of the Moon Faiths, with local priests seldom 
having to answer to anyone. The roles of the priesthood include 
blessing crops and harvests, taking on a veterinary role, and in 
some communities officiating at weddings and funerals. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Sickle 
Holy Symbol: Plough 
Class Skills: Handle Animal (Cha), Knowledge (local) (Int), 
Knowledge (nature) (Int), Ride (Dex), Survival (Wis) 
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Terranites (Church of Earth) 

 

 

A small church, that might rate as little more than an elemental 
cult were they not the first faith to worship Terranor in Urova. 
Priests worship the earth itself, praising its strength and 
immovability. Opponents of change, and likely to put the needs 
of the natural world above those of its inhabitants. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Stone club 
Holy Symbol: Stone 
Class Skills: Handle Animal (Cha), Knowledge (local) (Int), 
Knowledge (nature) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Survival 
(Wis) 

 
 
Wildwardens (Sylvani Faith) 

 

 

The wildwardens believe that animals and plants were created 
by Terranor for the benefit of his worshippers. Its their job to 
protect, nurture and properly exploit these resources on behalf 
of the faithful. Although superficially similar, wildwardens and 
druids are always at odds: their faiths built are diametrically 
opposed believes. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Spear 
Holy Symbol: Paw print, often surrounded by ivy 
Class Skills: Handle Animal (Cha), Knowledge (dungeoneering) 
(Int), Knowledge (nature) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), 
Survival (Wis) 

 

Umberlee 
 
 

 

Clerics of the Bitch Queen spend much of their time making sure 
everyone else is as scared of their god as they are. They acquire 
tribute and sacrifices for their fickle mistress. 
Pantheon: Daughters of Sharrash 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Isles of Lareth 
Favoured Weapon: Broken trident 
Holy Symbol: Two breaking waves 
Class Skills: Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (geography) (Int), 
Knowledge (nature) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Swim 
(Str) 
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Vítaeous 
 
Defiers (Church of Fortune's Favour) 

 

 

Vítaeous is the goddess of luck, and the Defiers take that aspect 
of their god to the extreme. Priests teach that too much 
forethought or planning is largely detrimental, as the whims of 
Vítaeous are impossible to anticipate. They encourage people to 
try their luck, and sponsor acts of daring, heroism and 
adventure…. virtues that the Defiers themselves are filled with. 
Pantheon: Moon God 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Chakram 
Holy Symbol: Twin dice 
Class Skills: Bluff (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (the 
planes) (Int), Perception (Wis), Survival (Wis) 

 
 
Green Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Vítaeous 
above the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, 
each Green Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own 
interpretation of the will of Vítaeous. They answer only to the 
Cloaked Cabal of Moon Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, the Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple green cloak  
Channel Energy: As written; must channel positive energy. 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Vítaeous's teachings. 

 
 
Sensates (Sensationalist) 

 
 
 
 

 

Life is for the living. Everyone has a time allotted to them, and it 
is their responsibility to fill that time with as many experiences as 
possible. Life is all about experiences to a Sensate – it doesn't 
matter what the experience is , as long as it is new then the 
temptation is irresistible. Sensates often end up as unashamedly 
debauched, hedonistic pleasure-hounds. 
Pantheon:  
Required Archetype:  
Centres of Worship:  
Favoured Weapon:  
Holy Symbol: White bird in flight 
Channel Energy: As written; must channel positive energy. 
Class Skills: Bluff (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge 
(local) (Int), Knowledge (history) (Int), Perform (Cha) 
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Vítaens (Church of Life) 

 

 

Vítaens are champions of life. They heal the sick, officiate at 
weddings and births, and generally help the living cope with their 
lot. They are steadfast opponents of evil, the undead and 
resurrection which they believe to be unnatural. Vítaens also 
hold that everyone has the right to personal freedom, and 
strongly oppose slavery. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Staff 
Holy Symbol: The White Lady 
Channel Energy: As written; must channel positive energy. 
Class Skills: Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int), 
Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge (local) (Int), Knowledge 
(the planes) (Int) 

 
 

Yeathani 
 
 

 

The clerics of Yeathani tirelessly toil to unlock the mysteries of 
the deepest and darkest parts of the ocean. They are masters of 
forbidden knowledge, many of which are drive insane after long 
months in the cold dark of underwater trench, sustained only by 
their deity's malice. Yeathani's clerics tend to be quiet, brooding 
individuals with quick tempers. They wear dark greens and 
blacks, and are often adept at hiding their presence. 
Pantheon: Daughters of Sharrash 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Isles of Lareth 
Favoured Weapon: Dagger 
Holy Symbol: Hand of drowning man 
Class Skills: Knowledge (arcana) (Int), Knowledge 
(dungeoneering) (Int), Knowledge (the planes) (Int), Stealth 
(Dex), Swim (Str) 

 
 

Zeboim 
 
 

 

The priesthood of Zeboim mirrors their goddess: vengeful, angry 
and generally unpleasant; but sometimes incongruously 
reasonable for no readily explained reason. Clerics lead 
supplicants in prayer to placate Zeboim's raging nature. Their 
guiding principle is sacrifice in return for protection and power. 
Pantheon: Daughters of Sharrash 
Required Archetype: None 
Centres of Worship: Isles of Lareth 
Favoured Weapon: Longspear 
Holy Symbol: Shell of a sea turtle, sometimes with a human head 
Class Skills: Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge (arcana) (Int), 
Knowledge (history) (Int), Knowledge (nobility) (Int), Swim (Str) 
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Zephyre 
 
Aetherians (The Church of the Arcanum Incognita) 

 

 
 

Servants in the pursuit of secrets mortals were not meant to 
know. The Arcanum Incognita is the secretive church of magic 
and mysteries. They control the spread of unchecked wizardry in 
Norandor, and see themselves as the great defenders: standing 
inbetween the material world and a host of horrors that would 
drive it insane. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova, particularly Sorostrae 
Favoured Weapon: Magical staff 
Holy Symbol: Eight-pointed star 
Class Skills: Fly (Dex), Knowledge (any) (Int), Use Magic Device 
(Cha) 

 
 
White Cloaks (The Sixfold Faith) 

 

These are priests of the Sixfold Faith who venerate Zephyre 
above the other five moon gods. Highly individualistic clerics, 
each White Cloak is a religion of one abiding by his own 
interpretation of the will of Zephyre. The answer only to the 
Cloaked Cabal of Moon Peak. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Lareth, the Cradlelands 
Favoured Weapon: Chosen by the cleric at 1st level 
Holy Symbol: Varies by cleric, often a simple white cloak 
Class Skills: Chose any five skills that represent the cleric's 
background and understanding of Zephyre's teachings. 

 
 
Zephyrs (Church of Air)  

 

 

A monastic faith, that considers the inscrutable truth apparent in 
the wind. Temples of the Church of Air are built in high 
inaccessible places, or areas of extreme weather conditions. 
Thinkers rather than doers, Zephyrs are a fairly distant faith to 
the people of Urova. At best they can be said to be champions of 
freedom, and will defend the rights of anyone to be masters of 
their own destiny. 
Pantheon: Moon Gods 
Required Archetype: Lunar Priest 
Centres of Worship: Urova 
Favoured Weapon: Flail 
Holy Symbol: Anthropomorphic tornado 
Class Skills: Acrobatics (Dex), Climb (Str), Fly (Dex), Knowledge 
(nature) (Int), Survival (Wis) 
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Variant Channel Energy 
 

These rules were originally presented on pp28-31 of Ultimate Magic (2011). The 
mechanics for some of the variant features have changed slightly from that source, 
but remain in the spirit of the written rules. The main change is that Variant Channel 
Energy is not optional. All clerics who channel energy and whose god appears on the 
list below must change their channel energy ability as stated. 

 
An iconic ability of clerics is their power to channel positive or negative energy, 
whether for healing, for damage, or to turn or command the undead. However, few 
deities grant their clerics the Channel Energy ability as it appears in the description of 
the cleric. In almost all cases, the ability is modified to reflect the powers and 
portfolio of the deity. These rules are not optional. If the god uses a variant form of 
channel energy, then the cleric must select and use the indicated variant. 
 
Variant channelling has the same area of effect, save DCs, uses per day, and other 
rules relating to channelling energy. Feats and abilities that modify or present 
alternative uses for channelled energy (such as Command Undead and Turn Undead) 
work normally with these variant channelling abilities. 
 
For the gods Vítaeous, Mortis, Terranor, Calafax, Sharrash and Zephyre this variant 
form of channelled energy takes the form of an ability called "Balance of the Six 
Humours". These gods channel energy appropriate to their elemental nature. 
 
For the other deities presented here, variant channelling either modifies positive 
channelled energy when used to heal or modifies negative energy when used to 
harm. When using positive energy to heal, affected creatures gain only half the 
normal amount of healing but also receive a specific beneficial effect. When 
channelling negative energy to harm, affected creatures take only half the normal 
damage but take an additional penalty or harmful effect; a successful saving throw 
negates the additional penalty or effect but does not reduce the damage any further. 
Creatures that would normally ignore the effect of a particular channel (such as 
undead with respect to a positive energy channel used to heal) ignore the variant 
effect of that channel. 
 
Some variant channelling abilities are enhanced when used on particular creature 
types. Such channelling increases the normal healing or damage from channelled 
energy by 50% for that creature type, rather than the default half healing or damage 
for the alternative channelling. For example, a 7th-level cleric normally heals 4d6 
points of damage with channelled positive energy; with the Nature alternative 
channelling, that cleric instead heals only half that amount (2d6) when channelling, 
but heals animals and fey an additional +50% over the unhalved value (4d6 + 50%). 
 
Unless otherwise stated, bonuses granted by a variant channelling are sacred 
bonuses if you channel positive energy or profane bonuses if you channel negative 
energy. If an alternative channelled energy provides a "channel bonus" on rolls or 
statistics, the bonus is +1, increasing to +2 at cleric level 5 and for every 5 cleric 
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levels thereafter (to a maximum of +5). Likewise, a "channel penalty" is initially –1, 
increasing to -2 at cleric level 5 and every 5 cleric levels thereafter (to a maximum of 
-5). 
 
A character who has the channel energy ability from a class other than cleric may 
also have to use the variant channelling rules if the class's abilities are tied to serving 
a deity. For example, paladins of Terranor will channel energy as clerics of Terranor; 
oracles with the Life mystery serve many deities and chose a variant form of Channel 
Energy sponsored by any of these gods. However a necromancer wizard who 
channels negative energy cannot make use of these rules. 
 
The following is a list of channel energy variants used by the deities in this 
document. If a deity does not appear in the list below, then they use the channelling 
rules detailed in the description of the Cleric class. 
 
Aegir: A powerful wave of engulfs the targets. Heal – Creatures gain a channel bonus 
on Climb and Swim checks and Constitution checks to hold their breath; this bonus 
lasts for 1 minute. Creatures ignore fatigue from thirst and pressure damage from 
deep water for 1 minute. Harm – The harming effect is enhanced for creatures with 
the aquatic or water subtypes. 
 
Calafax: Balance of the Six Humours. The priests channel deific fire instead of 
positive or negative energy. Heal – the standard amount of damage is healed, but 
any excess healing over a target's maximum hit points is inflicted as hit point 
damage. Harm – the standard amount of fire damage is inflicted. Targets of either 
version of ability can attempt a Reflex saving throw for half damage (or half healing). 
 
Domordis: The blessing of Domordis has a rejuvenating effect on the land and the 
creatures and plants that dwell within it. Heal – The healing effect is enhanced for 
animals, plants and fey. Creatures gain a channel bonus on Handle Animal and wild 
empathy checks for 1 minute. Harm – The harmful effect is enhanced for animals 
and fey. 
 
Helian: Clerics channel and intense burst of sunlight that radiates out from the cleric. 
Heal – The illumination level in the area increases by one step, and creatures gain a 
channel bonus on saves against blindness and light-based effects. Harm – Creatures 
are dazzled for 1 minute; creatures with light blindness or light sensitivity are blinded 
instead of dazzled. 
 
Karatath: Targets are subjected to the inescapable will of Karatath. Heal – Creatures 
ignore fatigue and exhaustion for 1 minute. Harm – Creatures gain a channel penalty 
on saves against compulsions, pain, and stun for 1 minute. 
 
Lolth: The weaver's power as the mistress of all magic affects the spellcasting of your 
targets. Heal – Creatures gain a channel bonus on caster level checks and 
concentration checks until the end of your next turn. Harm – All creatures must 
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make concentration checks (DC = channel energy DC plus spell level) to use spells or 
spell-like abilities until the end of your next turn. 
 
Moradin: You call upon the All-Father's power over stone and earth. Heal – 
Creatures gain a DR 1/adamantine until the end of your next turn. This DR improves 
by 1 at 5th level and every 5 levels thereafter. This does not allow recipients to 
overcome DR/adamantine with their own attacks. Harm – The area of effect is 
transformed in sharp and broken ground. The area counts as difficult terrain. This 
effect lasts of 1 minute. 
 
Mortis: Balance of the Six Humours. The priests channels negative energy that can 
be used to harm living creatures, and heal undead as stated in the rules for the 
cleric. Priests of Mortis can also use negative energy to heal the living. It heals only 
half the listed amount, and any excess healing over a target's maximum hit points is 
inflicted as hit point damage. 
 
Sashelas: The protective power of Sashelas defends you against fear. Heal – 
Creatures affected by fear may attempt another saving throw and receive a channel 
bonus on the roll. A creature unaffected by fear gains a channel bonus to its Armour 
Class until the end of your next turn and on its attack roll if it makes a charge attack 
before your next turn. Harm – This works like a standard channel (not halved). 
 
Sharrash: The priests channel deific water instead of positive or negative energy. 
Heal – the standard amount of damage is healed, but any excess healing over a 
target's maximum hit points is inflicted as hit point damage. Harm – the standard 
amount of cold damage is inflicted. Targets of either version of ability can attempt a 
Reflex saving throw for half damage (or half healing). 
 
Terranor: The priests channel deific earth instead of positive or negative energy. 
Heal – the standard amount of damage is healed, but any excess healing over a 
target's maximum hit points is inflicted as hit point damage. Harm – the standard 
amount of acid damage is inflicted. Targets of either version of ability can attempt a 
Reflex saving throw for half damage (or half healing). 
 
Umberlee: The goddess of storms and torture brings her power to bear on your 
targets: Heal – Creatures gain a channel bonus on pain effect saves for 1 minute. 
Harm – Creatures are sickened until the end of your next turn, plus a number of 
rounds equal to your channel penalty. At cleric level 10, you may select one creature 
to be nauseated in addition to the effects of the channelled energy. 
 
Vítaeous: Balance of the Six Humours. The priests channels positive energy that can 
be used to heal living creatures, and harm undead as stated in the rules for the 
cleric. When used to heal the living, the positive energy heals half as much again 
(+50%) of the listed amount, but any excess healing over a target's maximum hit 
points is inflicted as hit point damage. 
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Yeathani: The goddess of forbidden lore allows targets of your power a glimpse at 
one of her many hidden truths. Heal – Creatures gain a channel bonus on saving 
throws against confusion, insanity, rage, and similar effects. Harm – Creatures are 
confused until the end of your next turn. 
 
Zeboim: The destructive rage of Zeboim overcomes all. Heal – This works like a 
standard channel (not halved). Harm – Creatures gain a channel penalty on attack 
rolls until the end of your next turn. 
 
Zephyre: The priests channel a gust of powerful wind instead of positive or negative 
energy. Heal – the standard amount of damage is healed, but any excess healing 
over a target's maximum hit points is inflicted as hit point damage. Harm – the 
standard amount of electricity damage is inflicted. Targets of either version of ability 
can attempt a Reflex saving throw for half damage (or half healing). 
 
 

Expanded Domain Spell Lists 
 

In the House Rules the number of spells on each domain list has been greatly 
expanded with all thematically appropriate spells from legal sources. A full list of all 
spells from all sources will eventually appear on line in the Spell filter. Until then, this 
document indexes spells for each domain from the Core Rules (2009), Advanced 

Player's Guide (2010), Ultimate Magic (2011) and Ultimate Combat (2011). Spell 
sources are not listed below, please refer to the general spell index on the Pathfinder 
PRD. 
 
Because of this change to the rules, subdomains no longer provide alternative spells 
for clerics, they are simply a source of alternative domain powers. These rules 
replace the domain spell lists found on pp41-48 of the Core Rules (2009). One new 
domain, Pestilence, has been created. These rules do not affect domain powers, 
which follow below. 

 
 

Table HR-4: Air Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 breeze 

1 air bubble; alter winds; bless element (air only); feather fall; obscuring mist; shocking grasp; 
whispering wind 

2 gust of wind; levitate; resist energy (electricity only); wind wall 

3 call lightning; fly; communal resist energy (electricity only); elemental speech (air only); 
elemental touch (electricity only); gaseous form; lightning bolt 

4 air walk; cloak of winds; elemental aura (electricity only); elemental body I (air only); fickle 
winds; solid fog 

5 ball lightning; call lightning storm; communal air walk; control winds; elemental body II (air 
only); mass fly; overland flight; rive of wind 

6 chain lightning; elemental body III (air only); suffocation; wind walk 

7 elemental body IV (air only); sirocco 

8 scouring winds; whirlwind 

9 elemental swarm (air only); storm of vengeance; mass suffocation; winds of vengeance 
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Table HR-5: Animal Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 animal messenger; aspect of the falcon; calm animals; charm animal; detect animals or 
plants; hide from animals; magic fang; speak with animals; summon nature's ally I (animals 
only) 

2 animal trance; aspect of the bear; feather fall; hold animal; reduce animal; summon 
nature's ally II (animal only); summon swarm 

3 animal aspect; beast shape I (animals only); dominate animal; fly; greater magic fang; 
summon nature's ally III (animals only) 

4 aspect of the stag; beast shape II (animals only); giant vermin; repel vermin; summon 
nature's ally IV (animals only); vermin shape I 

5 animal growth; aspect of the wolf; atavism; beast shape III (animals only); commune with 
nature; great animal aspect; insect plague; Mordenkainen's faithful hound; summon 
nature's ally V (animals only); vermin shape II 

6 antilife shell; awaken (animals only); beast shape IV (animals only);  mass fly; summon 
nature's ally VI (animals only) 

7 animal shapes; summon nature's ally VII (animals only) 

8 summon nature's ally VIII (animals only) 

9 shapechange; summon nature's ally IX (animals only) 

 
 
Table HR-6: Artifice Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 mending 

1 animate rope; crafter's curse; crafter's fortune; create water; jury-rig; unseen servant 

2 magic siege engine; make whole; masterwork transformation; wood shape 

3 shrink item; stone shape 

4 greater magic siege engine; malfunction; minor creation; soothe construct 

5 fabricate; rapid repair 

6 major creation; unbreakable construct 

7 create lesser demiplane; limited wish; wall of iron 

8 Drawmij's instant summons; call construct; control construct; create demiplane; polymorph 
any object 

9 create greater demiplane; prismatic sphere 

 
 
Table HR-7: Chaos 

Level Domain Spells 

1 doom; entropic shield; expeditious retreat; lesser confusion; protection from law 

2 communal protection from law; align weapon (chaos only); shard of chaos; shatter 

3 displacement; magic circle against law; rage 

4 chaos hammer 

5 dispel law 

6 animate objects; planar ally (demons, eladrin, and proteans only) 

7 reverse gravity; word of chaos 

8 cloak of chaos 

9 summon monster IX (chaos spells only) 
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Table HR-8: Charm Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 charm animal; charm person; forbid action; murderous command; sleep 

2 beguiling gift; calm emotions; eagle's splendour; enthral; hypnotic pattern; qualm; touch of 
idiocy; unnatural lust 

3 deep slumber; honeyed tongue; oppressive boredom; reckless infatuation; suggestion; 
unadulterated loathing 

4 confusion; control summoned creature; good hope; heroism; malicious spite; overwhelming 
grief; terrible remorse 

5 charm monster; dominate person; greater forbid action; serenity; ; smug narcissism; symbol 
of sleep 

6 envious urge; geas/quest; mass eagle's splendour; mass suggestion; symbol of persuasion; 
utter contempt; waves of ecstasy 

7 greater heroism; song of discord; insanity; vengeful outrage 

8 demand; euphoric tranquillity; mass charm monster 

9 antipathy; dominate monster; sympathy 

 
 
Table HR-9: Community Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 purify food and drink 

1 alarm; bless; create water; peacebond; Tenser's floating disc 

2 aid; calm emotions; magic mouth; shield other; snapdragon fireworks; status 

3 create food and water; glyph of warding; helping hand; prayer 

4 imbue with spell ability 

5 Rary's telepathic bond 

6 heroes' feast 

7 guards and wards; refuge 

8 mass cure critical wounds 

9 miracle; sympathy 

 
 
Table HR-10: Darkness Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 Penumbra 

1 obscuring mist; sleep 

2 blindness/deafness (only to cause blindness); darkness; darkvision; dust of twilight; 
protective penumbra; shadow weapon 

3 deeper darkness 

4 communal darkvision; greater darkvision; shadow conjuration 

5 enervation; summon monster V (summons 1d3 shadows); shadow evocation; shadow step 

6 modify memory; nightmare; shadow walk 

7 cloak of darkness; power word blind; greater shadow conjuration; lunar veil 

8 greater shadow evocation 

9 energy drain; shades; polar midnight 
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Table HR-11: Death Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 bleed 

1 bless element (negative energy only); decompose corpse; cause fear; chill touch; 
deathwatch; detect undead; hide from undead; inflict light wounds; restore corpose 

2 command undead; death knell; false life; gentle repose; ghoul touch; inflict moderate 
wounds; lesser animate dead; sculpt corpse 

3 animate dead; keen edge; half undead; inflict serious wounds; speak with dead 

4 death ward; enervation; fear; greater false life; inflict critical wounds; undead anatomy I 

5 slay living; mass inflict light wounds; suffocation; waves of fatigue 

6 circle of death; create undead; harm; mass inflict moderate wounds; symbol of fear; 
undead anatomy II; undeath to death 

7 control undead; destruction; mass inflict serious wounds; symbol of weakness; waves of 
exhaustion; undead anatomy III 

8 create greater undead; finger of death; mass inflict critical wounds; symbol of death 

9 energy drain; mass suffocation; wail of the banshee; undead anatomy IV 

 
 
Table HR-12: Destruction Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 bleed 

1 break; bomber's eye; inflict light wounds; true strike 

2 bull's strength; gust of wind; inflict moderate wounds; shatter 

3 call lightning; inflict serious wounds; rage 

4 inflict critical wounds 

5 detonate; mass inflict light wounds; shout; slay living 

6 harm; mass inflict moderate wounds; moonstruck 

7 control weather; destruction; disintegrate; mass inflict serious wounds 

8 earthquake; mass inflict critical wounds; greater shout; sympathetic vibration 

9 implosion 

 
 
Table HR-13: Earth Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 bless element (earth only); expeditious excavation; corrosive touch; magic stone 

2 create pit; heat metal; resist energy (acid only); soften earth and stone 

3 communal resist energy (acid only); elemental speech (earth only); elemental touch (acid 
only); meld into stone; spike growth spiked pit; stone shape 

4 elemental aura (acid only); elemental body I (earth only); shifting sand; spike stones 

5 elemental body II (earth only); transmute mud to rock; transmute rock to mud; stoneskin; 
obsidian flow; wall of stone 

6 acid pit; elemental body III (earth only); hungry pit; move earth; stoneskin; stone tell; wall 
of iron 

7 elemental body IV (earth only); flesh to stone; stone to flesh; transmute metal to wood 

8 earthquake; iron body; rampart; scouring winds; statue; repel metal or stone 

9 cashing rocks; elemental swarm (earth spell only); wall of lava; world wave (non-water only) 
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Table HR-14: Evil Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 cause fear; command; doom; curse water; protection from good, scare 

2 align weapon (evil only); communal protection from good; desecrate; dread bolt; eagle's 
splendour 

3 magic circle against good; rage; suggestion; vampiric touch 

4 unholy blight 

5 defile armour; dispel good; magic jar; unhallow 

6 create undead; planar binding (daemons [yugoloths], demons and devils only) 

7 blasphemy 

8 trap the soul; unholy aura 

9 soul bind; summon monster IX (evil spell only) 

 
 
Table HR-15: Fire Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 bless element (fire only); burning hands; endure elements (fire only); sun metal 

2 communal endure elements (fire only); flame blade; flaming sphere; heat metal; produce 
flame; pyrotechnics; resist energy (fire only); scorching ray 

3 communal resist energy (fire only); continual flame; elemental speech (fire only); elemental 
touch (fire only); fire breath; fire trap; fireball; flame arrow; quench; spontaneous 
immolation; stinking cloud 

4 ash storm; elemental aura (fire only); blood crow strike; elemental body I (fire only); wall of 
fire 

5 elemental body II (fire only); flame strike; firefall; fire shield; obsidian flow; volcanic storm 

6 contagious flame; elemental body III (fire only); fire seeds; fire snake 

7 delayed blast fireball; disintegrate; elemental body IV (fire only) 

8 fire brand; fire storm; incendiary cloud 

9 elemental swarm (fire spell only); fiery body; meteor swarm; wall of lava 

 
 
Table HR-16: Glory Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 virtue 

1 moment of greatness; shield of faith 

2 bless weapon; eagle's splendour; hold person; zone of truth 

3 aura of greater courage; heroism; searing light 

4 hold monster; holy smite 

5 discern lies; disrupting weapon; mark of justice; righteous smite 

6 blaze of glory; geas/quest; greater heroism; mass eagle's splendour; undeath to death 

7 mass hold person; holy sword 

8 holy aura 

9 gate; heroic invocation; mass hold monster; overwhelming presence 
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Table HR-17: Good Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 stabilise 

1 bless; diagnose disease; divine favour; expeditious retreat; protection from evil; shield of 
faith 

2 aid; align weapon (good only); communal protection from evil; consecrate 

3 magic circle against evil; prayer; tongues 

4 communal tongues; holy smite 

5 dispel evil; hallow; sanctify armour 

6 blade barrier; planar ally (agathion [guardinal], archon and azata [eladrin] only) 

7 bestow grace of the champion; holy word 

8 holy aura 

9 summon monster IX (good spells only) 

 

 

Table HR-18: Healing Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 bless element (positive energy only); cure light wounds; remove sickness 

2 cure moderate wounds; delay pain; delay poison; lesser restoration; remove disease 

3 communal delay poison; cure serious wounds; remove blindness/deafness; symbol of 
healing 

4 cure critical wounds; neutralise poison; restoration 

5 break enchantment; breath of life; mass cure light wounds; pillar of life; raise dead 

6 heal; mass cure moderate wounds 

7 greater restoration; mass cure serious wounds; regenerate; resurrection 

8 mass cure critical wounds 

9 mass heal; true resurrection 

 
 
Table HR-19: Knowledge Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 augury; comprehend languages; erase; know the enemy; see alignment 

2 detect thoughts; fox's cunning; memory lapse; see invisibility;  share language; zone of truth 

3 blood biography; communal share language; explosive runes; locate object; secret page; 
seek thoughts; sepia snake sigil; speak with dead 

4 clairaudience/clairvoyance; detect scrying; discern lies; divination; locate creature; seek 
thoughts; symbol of revelation; tongues 

5 communal tongues; Rary's telepathic bond; scrying; symbol of scrying; true seeing 

6 find the path; mass fox's cunning; prying eyes; modify memory 

7 greater scrying; legend lore 

8 discern location; mind blank; moment of prescience; vision 

9 communal mind blank; foresight; greater prying eyes 
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Table HR-20: Law Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 command; divine favour; protection from chaos 

2 communal protection from chaos; align weapon (law only); arrow of law; calm emotions 

3 archon's aura; command undead; magic circle against chaos; prayer; suggestion 

4 order's wrath 

5 dispel chaos; greater command 

6 hold monster; planar binding (archons, devils, and inevitables only) 

7 bestow grace of the champion; dictum 

8 shield of law 

9 summon monster IX (law spell only) 

 
 
Table HR-21: Liberation Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 liberating command; remove fear; sanctuary 

2 enthral; remove paralysis 

3 remove curse 

4 freedom of movement 

5 break enchantment; plane shift 

6 greater dispel magic; symbol of persuasion 

7 refuge 

8 mind blank 

9 communal mind blank; freedom 

 
 
Table HR-22: Luck Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 anticipate peril; bane; bungle; divine favour; true strike 

2 aid; augury 

3 bestow curse; borrow fortune; protection from energy 

4 borrow fortune; freedom of movement 

5 break enchantment; major curse 

6 eyebite; mislead 

7 spell turning 

8 moment of prescience 

9 foresight; miracle 

 
 
Table HR-23: Madness Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 daze 

1 detct aberration; lesser confusion 

2 daze monster; touch of idiocy; Tasha's hideous laughter 

3 rage 

4 aura of doom; confusion; Evard's black tentacles; mass daze; moonstruck; phantasmal killer 

5 dream; feeblemind; mind fog; nightmare 

6 cloak of dreams; phantasmal web 

7 insanity; phantasmal revenge 

8 scintillating pattern; symbol of insanity; Otto's irresistible dance 

9 weird 
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Table HR-24: Magic Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 detect magic; read magic 

1 identify; Nystul's magic aura 

2 bless water; magic mouth 

3 arcane sight; dispel magic; glyph of warding 

4 arcane concordance; arcane eye; dimensional anchor; imbue with spell ability; lesser globe 
of invulnerability; lesser planar binding; Rary's mnemonic enhancer; spell immunity 

5 break enchantment; cleanse; curse of magic negation; spell resistance; telekinesis 

6 analyse dweomer; antimagic field; globe of invulnerability; greater glyph of warding; 
Mordenkainen's lucubration; planar binding 

7 resurrection; spell turning 

8 antimagic field; dimensional lock; expend; greater planar binding; greater spell immunity; 
protection from spells 

9 miracle; Mordenkainen's disjuncture; symbol of strife; wall of suppression 

 
 
Table HR-25: Nobility Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 bless; divine favour 

2 enthral; shield other 

3 magic vestment; prayer 

4 discern lies 

5 greater command 

6 brilliant inspiration; geas/quest; sacrificial oath 

7 repulsion 

8 demand 

9 storm of vengeance 

 
 
Table HR-26: Pestilence Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 touch of fatigue 

1 bane; detect poison; cause fear; curse water; decompose corpse; diagnose disease; doom; 
ray of enfeeblement; ray of enfeeblement; ray of sickening; reduce person; putrefy food 
and drink; touch of fatigue 

2 accelerate poison; disfiguring touch; pernicious poison; pox pustules; summon swarm; 
unshakeable chill 

3 bestow curse; blindness/deafness; contagion; ray of exhaustion; stinking cloud 

4 cup of dust; eldritch fever; eruptive pustules; excruciating deformation; fleshworm 
infestation; fungal infestation; plague carrier; poison; mass reduce person; touch of slime 

5 curse of disgust; greater contagion; insect plague; symbol of pain 

6 cloudkill; epidemic; plague storm; waves of fatigue 

7 symbol of weakness 

8 create greater undead (mummies only); waves of exhaustion 

9 blood mist; energy drain; otyugh swarm 
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Table HR-27: Plant Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 detect animals or plants; enlarge person; entangle; goodberry, shillelagh 

2 barkskin; tree shape; warp wood; wilderness soldiers 

3 contagion; diminish plants; forest friend; plant growth; snare; speak with plants 

4 antiplant shell; command plants; burst of nettles; poison 

5 blight; commune with nature; plant shape I; righteous might; thorn body; tree stride; wall 
of thorns 

6 awaken (plant only); ironwood; liveoak; harm; plant shape II; repel wood; transport via 
plants 

7 animate plants; changestaff; plant shape III; siege of trees; transmute metal to wood 

8 control plants 

9 greater siege of trees; shambler 

 

 

Table HR-28: Protection Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 alarm; endure elements; protection from chaos/evil/good/law; sanctuary; shield 

2 barkskin; communal endure elements; instant armour; protection from arrows; resist 
energy; shield other 

3 communal resist energy; communal protection from arrows; invisibility purge; Leomund's 
tiny hut; magic vestment; nondetection; obscure object; protection from energy; remove 
blindness/deafness; protection from energy 

4 communal protection from energy; detect scrying; Leomund's secure shelter; Otiluke's 
resilient sphere; spell immunity 

5 atonement; communal spell immunity; Mordenkainen's private sanctum; spell resistance; 
wall of force 

6 antimagic field; guards and wards 

7 deflection; repulsion; sequester 

8 greater spell immunity; mind blank; Otiluke's telekinetic sphere; protection from spells 

9 greater communal spell immunity; prismatic sphere 

 
 
Table HR-29: Repose Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 deathwatch; decompose corpse; detect undead; restore corpose 

2 gentle repose; ghostbane dirge 

3 animate dead; halt undead; speak with dead 

4 death ward; rest eternal 

5 mass ghostbane dirge; slay living 

6 antilife shell; geas/quest; undeath to death 

7 destruction 

8 waves of exhaustion 

9 trap the soul; wail of the banshee 
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Table HR-30: Rune Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 arcane lock; comprehend languages; erase 

2 secret page; share language 

3 communal share language; glyph of warding; symbol of healing; symbol of mirroring; 
tongues 

4 communal tongues; dimensional anchor; explosive runes; symbol of revelation; symbol of 
slowing 

5 lesser planar binding; Rary's telepathic bond; symbol of scrying; symbol of striking 

6 greater glyph of warding; guards and wards; symbol of sealing 

7 Drawmij's instant summons 

8 symbol of death 

9 symbol of strife; symbol of vulnerability; teleportation circle 

 
 
Table HR-31: Scalykind Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 magic fang 

2 animal trance 

3 draconic reservoir; greater magic fang 

4 dragon's breath; poison; summon nature's ally IV (deinonychus or pteranodon only) 

5 animal growth (viper and constrictor snakes only); beast shape III 

6 eyebite; form of the dragon I 

7 creeping doom (takes the form of Diminutive-sized snakes); summon nature's ally VII 
(brachiosaurus or tyrannosaurus only) 

8 animal shapes (viper and constrictor snakes only) 

9 shapechange 

 
 
Table HR-32: Strength Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 ant haul; bless; enlarge person 

2 bear's endurance; bull's strength; communal ant haul 

3 magic vestment; rage 

4 divine power; mass enlarge person; spell immunity 

5 Bigby's interposing hand; righteous might 

6 Bigby's forceful hand; heroes' feast; mass bear's endurance; mass bull's strength; stoneskin 

7 Bigby's grasping hand; communal stoneskin 

8 Bigby's clenched fist 

9 Bigby's crushing hand 

 
 
Table HR-33: Sun Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 endure elements; faerie fire; flare burst 

2 communal endure elements; continual flame; heat metal 

3 daylight; searing light 

4 fire shield 

5 flame strike 

6 fire seeds 

7 sunbeam 

8 sunburst 

9 prismatic sphere 
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Table HR-34: Travel Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 know direction 

1 alarm; create water; detect secret doors; detect snares and pits; expeditious retreat; 
longstrider; mount; pass without trace; Tenser's floating disc 

2 communal mount; locate object; find traps; share language; tireless pursuit 

3 allfood; campfire wall; communal share language; create food and water; discover torch; 
fly; leomund's tiny hut; locate object; phantom steed; snare 

4 dimension door; dimensional anchor; freedom of movement; Leomund's secure shelter; 
locate creature; sending; tireless pursuers; tongues 

5 communal tongues; Leomund's secret chest; lesser astral projection; overland flight; 
passwall; teleport 

6 find the path; heroes' feast 

7 ethereal jaunt; greater teleport; mass fly; Mordenkainen's magnificent mansion 

8 demand; dimensional lock; discern location; phase door 

9 astral projection; etherealness; gate; interplanetary teleport; world wave 

 
 
Table HR-35: Trickery Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 disguise self; innocence 

2 illusion of calm; invisibility; memory lapse; mirror image; pilfering hand 

3 locate object; nondetection 

4 communla nondetection; absorbing touch; confusion 

5 false vision; shadow projection 

6 mislead 

7 ethereal jaunt; project image; screen 

8 mass invisibility 

9 time stop 

 

 

Table HR-36: Void Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 detect aberration; feather fall 

2 hypnotic pattern; levitate; summon monster II 

3 fly 

4 lesser planar binding 

5 overland flight; summon monster V 

6 planar binding 

7 reverse gravity; insanity; sunbeam 

8 greater binding; orb of the void 

9 interplanetary teleport; meteor swarm 
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Table HR-37: War Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 abundant ammunition; bless weapon; compel hostility; divine favour; mage armour; magic 
weapon; shield 

2 aid; bear's endurance; spiritual weapon; bestow weapon proficiency; effortless armour;  
reloading hands; returning weapon; unerring weapon; weapon of awe 

3 badger's ferocity; brow gasher; communal returning weapon; keen edge; magic vestment; 
tactical acumen; vampiric touch; versatile weapon 

4 divine power; greater magic weapon 

5 flame strike; greater command; wall of thorns 

6 battlemind link; blade barrier; mass bear's endurance; Tenser's transformation 

7 mass inflict serious wounds; power word blind; Mordenkainen's sword 

8 greater planar ally; power word stun 

9 power word kill 

 
 
Table HR-38: Water Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

0 drench 

1 bless element (water only); create water; hydraulic push; obscuring mist 

2 fog cloud; resist energy (cold only); slipstream; wartrain mount 

3 aquaeous orb; communal resist energy (cold only); hydraulic torrent; quench; sleet storm; 
water breathing; water walk; water form 

4 communal water walk; control water; elemental body I (water only); ride the waves; rusting 
grasp 

5 elemental body II (water only); geyser; ice storm 

6 cone of cold; elemental body III (water only); fluid form; icy prison; wake of Sharrash 

7 elemental body IV (water only); Otiluke's freezing sphere 

8 Abi Dalzim's horrid wilting; ice body; vortex 

9 elemental swarm (water spell only); mass icy prison; polar ray; seamantle; tsunami; world 
wave (water only) 

 
 
Table HR-39: Weather Domain Spells 

Level Domain Spells 

1 create water; goodberry; obscuring mist 

2 fog cloud 

3 call lightning 

4 blight; sleet storm 

5 call lightning storm; ice storm 

6 acid fog; control winds; sirocco 

7 control weather 

8 sunburst; whirlwind 

9 storm of vengeance 
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New Domain 
 

The following domain is added to the list of available domains. 

 
 

PESTILENCE 

 
Granted Powers: You gratefully accept the pestilential embrace of your god. You are 
a creature of horror, dedicated to spreading disease and strife wherever you go. 
 
Plaguedog (Su): You are immune to the effects of all diseases and magical diseases, 
although you can still be the carrier of infectious diseases. 
 
Cloak of Vermin (Su): From 8th level, as a standard action, you gain the ability to 
transform yourself into a swarm of Tiny crawling vermin. Unless otherwise noted, 
the cleric's abilities and statistics are unchanged by the shift in form. 
 
The swarm fills the same space as a large creature, although you can take any shape 
that fills the same area. You can occupy the same space as other creatures, and 
squeeze through any space large enough to accommodate one of your component 
creatures. 
 
In swarm form you have no discernible anatomy and are not subject to critical hits or 
flanking, and never provoke attacks of opportunity. You take half damage from 
slashing or piercing weapons. You cannot be staggered, tripped, grappled or bull 
rushed. Equally, you cannot flank, initiate any of the listed combat manoeuvres or 
make attacks of opportunity. You are immune to spells that target single creatures 
unless those spells attack the mind; however area-effect spells deal half as much 
damage again (+50%) against you. 
 
You retain your mental faculties, but you lose the ability to cast spells and make 
conventional attacks. In place of your normal attacks you can swarm up to four 
medium-sized foes. You do not make an attack roll, and your attack is not subject to 
a miss chance from concealment. You inflict automatic damage depending on your 
level. You also gain the Distraction universal monster rule. Spellcasting or 
concentrating on spells within the area of the swarm requires a caster level check 
(DC 20 + spell level). Using skills that involve patience and concentration requires a 
DC 20 Will save. 
 
You decide what the appearance of the creatures that make up the swarm. They can 
be rats, giant insects, snakes or anything else that fits in to the Vermin type. 
Regardless of your choice your base speed is unchanged. The swarm does a base 2d6 
damage (do not add any additional modifiers). This damage increases to 3d6 at level 
11, 4d6 at level 16 and 5d6 from level 21 onwards. 
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From 13th level you can turn into a flying swarm instead of a crawling one. You gain 
a Fly speed equal to your base speed with Average manoeuvrability. From 15th level 
your swarm can be made up of Fine and Diminutive sized creatures. These creatures 
take no damage from slashing or piercing weapons, but are otherwise statistically 
identical to Tiny creatures. 
 
A cleric that is reduced to 0 hit points when it swarm form immediately returns to his 
normal form.  This ability can be used a number of times per day equal to 3 + your 
Wisdom modifier. You can remain in this form for 1 round per cleric level. 
 
 

New Subdomains 
 

The following eight subdomains are added to the list of available subdomains for 
certain gods. Not all gods that grant a given domain also offer all the subdomains 
associated with it. Consult Table HR-4: Gods of Iourn for more details. 

 
 

AQUANAUT 

 
Associated Domain: Water 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Cold Resistance 
power of the Water domain. 
 
Born of Water (Su): You gain a Swim speed equal to your land speed and can move in 
water at that speed without making Swim checks. You also gain a +8 bonus on any 
Swim check to perform a special action or avoid a hazard. You can always chose to 
take 10 on a Swim check, even when distracted or endangered while swimming. You 
can also take the run action while swimming, as long as you travel in a straight line. 
Additionally, you are able to breathe water as well as air. 
 
 

INTERROGATION 

 
Associated Domain: Knowledge 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Remote Viewing 
power of the Knowledge domain. 
 
The Ear that Hears All (Su): At 8th level the cleric can fix one creature within short 
range with a cold stare and instinctively know if they are telling the truth, as if he had 
cast discern lies upon them. The target is entitled to a Will saving throw to negate 
the effect. The DC of this saving throw is 10 + half the cleric's level + the cleric's 
Wisdom modifier. This ability can be used for a number of rounds per day equal to 
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the cleric's level, the rounds do not need to be consecutive. The cleric can swap to a 
different target each round. 
 
 

PYRE 

 
Associated Domain: Fire 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Fire Bolt power of 
the Fire domain. 
 
Fiery Aura (Su): On his turn, as a free action, the cleric can encase himself in 5 ft. 
radius aura of broiling fire. Anyone who is within range of the aura at the beginning 
of the cleric's turn takes 1d6 fire damage. A single target can take this damage no 
more than once each round. Combustibles within the aura automatically ignite, 
although anything the cleric is wearing or holding is unaffected.  The fiery aura also 
sheds light as a torch, which can be helpful but also imposes a -10 penalty on stealth 
checks in anything other than full daylight. The cleric can dismiss the aura as a free 
action on his turn. 
 
 

STONE VOYAGER 

 
Associated Domain: Earth 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Acid Dart power of 
the Earth domain. 
 
Path of Terranor (Su): The cleric can enter and move through barriers on unworked 
stone. The cleric can move and breath normally through stone, but must remain on 
the same horizontal plane on which he entered. The cleric can maintain this ability 
for one round per cleric level each day. The rounds do not need to be consecutive. If 
the cleric is within solid matter when the duration expires he takes 5d6 damage and 
is expelled at his entrance point. 
 
 

SWEET AIR 

 
Associated Domain: Air 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Lightning Arc power 
of the Earth domain. 
 
Aura of Purity (Su): The cleric continuously purifies the air directly around her making 
it safe to breathe. This means that the cleric (and only the cleric) is immune to the 
effects of smoke inhalation as well as all poisonous mists, stinking clouds, gases, and 
airborne diseases. All such things are magically neutralised before they make contact 
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with the cleric. This power only works to purify air; it will not allow the character to 
breath underwater, nor to function in the absence of air. 
 
 

TERRANITE 

 
Associated Domain: Earth 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Acid Resistance 
power of the Earth domain. 
 
Skin of Stone (Ex): The cleric gains a natural armour bonus to armour class of +1 per 
three cleric levels of the cleric to a maximum of +5 at 15th level. In addition he gains 
DR 5/adamantine at 10th level, and DR 10/adamantine at 20th level. 
 
 

WARBOUND 

 
Associated Domain: War 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Battle Rage power of 
the War domain. 
 
Martial Cleric (Ex): You gain proficiency in all martial weapons, heavy armour and 
with tower shields. You also gain the Weapon Focus feat with your favoured 
weapon. 
 
 

WINDBORN 

 
Associated Domain: Air 
 
Replacement Power: The following granted power replaces the Electricity Resistance 
power of the Air domain. 
 
Divine Flight (Su): At 9th level, the cleric gains the ability to fly as per the fly spell. 
The cleric can use this ability for one minute per cleric each day. This time does not 
need to be continuous, but must be spent in minute-long chunks. From 15th level 
the cleric has the ability to fly at will. 
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Modified Domain Powers 
 

The following published domain powers have been altered under the House Rules. 
All other powers granted by these domains remain unchanged. 

 
 

AIR 

 
Electricity Resistance (Ex): At 1st level, you gain resist electricity 5. This resistance 
increases to 10 at 6th level, and 20 at 12th level. At 20th level, you gain immunity to 
electricity. 
 
 

DECEPTION 

 
Sudden Shift (Sp): In the blink of an eye, you can appear somewhere else. As an 
immediate action, after you are missed by a melee attack, you can teleport up to 10 
feet to a space that you can see. You can use this power a number of times each day 
equal to 3 + your Wisdom modifier. 
 
 

EARTH 

 
Acid Resistance (Ex): At 1st level, you gain resist acid 5. This resistance increases to 
10 at 6th level, and 20 at 12th level. At 20th level, you gain immunity to acid. 
 
 

FIRE 

 
Fire Resistance (Ex): At 1st level, you gain resist fire 5. This resistance increases to 10 
at 6th level, and 20 at 12th level. At 20th level, you gain immunity to fire. 
 
 

WATER 

 
Cold Resistance (Ex): At 1st level, you gain resist cold 5. This resistance increases to 
10 at 6th level, and 20 at 12th level. At 20th level, you gain immunity to cold. 
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Cleric Archetypes 
 

These are added to the list of available archetypes for all qualifying classes. Clerics 
who worship the Moon Gods (Vítaeous, Mortis, Zephyre, Calafax, Sharrash or 
Terranor) must select the Lunar Priest archetype. 

 
 

DIVINE PRODIGY 

 
The divine prodigy is a cleric that is one step closer to her god than her fellows. 
Where they tap into the most general divine power to channel energy or heal the 
sick, the divine prodigy gains a deeper insight into the powers and miracles of her 
priesthood. 
 
Extra Domains: The Divine Prodigy gains access to a third domain granted by her god 
at level one, and a fourth domain granted by her god at level 11. Instead of gaining a 
new domain, she may instead add two powers from related subdomains that she has 
access to in addition to the powers of the governing domain. 
 
Channel Energy: The Divine Prodigy cannot channel energy. 
 
Spontaneous Casting: The Divine Prodigy cannot channel stored spell energy into 
spells that she did not prepare ahead of time. 
 
 

LUNAR PRIEST 

 
The priests that follow the Moon God pantheon find that their powers wax and wane 
with the phases of the moon related to their god. During the full moon their powers 
and their spellcasting are enhanced, but during the dark of the moon they are left 
bereft of their most powerful abilities. This is a cost-neutral archetype that must be 
applied to all clerics who worship Terranor, Zephyre, Calafax, Sharrash, Vítaeous or 
Mortis. 
 
Requirements: Must worship one of the six moon gods. 
 
Lunar Spellcasting: The spellcasting powers of the cleric are affected by the phases 
of his patron moon. During the night of the Dark of the Moon the cleric's spellcasting 
is diminished. He receives a -2 penalty to his caster level, and prepares spells as if he 
was a cleric two levels lower. This means that he loses access to spell slots and 
therefore cannot prepare his highest level of spells. If this penalty reduces the 
cleric's caster level to zero or less then he cannot cast spells at all. 
 
During the night of the Full Moon, the cleric's spellcasting is enhanced. He receives a 
+2 bonus to his caster level, and prepares spells as if he was a cleric two levels 
higher. This gives the cleric access to additional spell slots, including spells that 
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would normally be too high a level for him to cast. When preparing spells in the full 
moon the cleric chooses a spell (or spells) of that of the higher level from his list of 
domain spells. The cleric must still have an ability score high enough to cast this new 
level of spells. 
 
The cleric's spellcasting is not altered during daylight hours. 
 
This ability modifies the cleric's normal spellcasting abilities. 
 
Lunar Powers: The domain powers granted to the cleric his Moon God are also 
modified depending on the phase of his patron moon. During the night of the Full 
Moon, his domain powers are enhanced. During the night of the Dark of the Moon 
his domain powers are diminished. Powers are unchanged during daylight hours. The 
manner of this enhancement or diminishment are explained in Table HR-40 below. 
 
This ability modifies the deity domain of the cleric. 
 

Table HR-40: Modified Domain Powers 

Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

Air Electricity Resistance You gain immunity to 
electricity. If you already 
have immunity to 
electricity, then electricity 
now heals 1 hit point for 
each die of damage it 
would otherwise inflict. 

If you have resistance to 
electricity then you lose 
your resistance. If you have 
immunity then you gain 
resistance 10 to electricity 
instead. 

Air Lightning Arc The arc inflicts 2d6 damage 
+1 per cleric level. 

The arc inflicts just 1 point 
of damage per 2 cleric 
levels. 

Analysis The Ear that Hears All The duration of this ability 
increases to two rounds per 
cleric level each day. 

The duration of this ability 
is halved. 

Ancestors Speak with Dead You can use this ability on a 
corpse that has already 
been subject to a speak 

with dead spell in the past 
week. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is halved. 

Animal Animal Companion You animal companion's 
abilities are calculated at 
your cleric level instead of 
your cleric level -3. 

Your animal companion's 
abilities are calculated at 
your cleric level -6. 

Animal Speak with Animals You gain the ability to speak 
with animals at will. 

You lose the ability to speak 
with animals. 

Aquanaut Born of Water Your swim speed increases 
by +30 ft. 

You lose the ability to 
breathe water. However, 
you can hold your breath 
for three times your 
Constitution score instead 
of twice your Constitution 
score. 

Arcane Arcane Beacon All arcane spells cast in the 
aura gain a +1 bonus to 

The radius of the aura is 
reduced to 5 ft. 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

their caster level and to 
their saving throw DC. 

Archon Aura of Menace Once per round as a free 
action you can make an 
intimidate check against 
one target within the aura. 
If successful the target is 
frightened for the duration 
of the aura. 

The total number of rounds 
per day that you can use 
this ability is halved. 

Arson Call Fire The fire ribbon inflicts 1d6 
damage per 2 cleric levels. 

It take two rounds to light 
an object in this manner, 
and the fire ribbon only 
inflicts 1 point of damage. 

Ash Wall of Ashes Anyone passing through the 
wall takes fire damage 
equal to your cleric level. 
There is no saving throw 
against this effect. 

The total number of 
minutes per day that you 
can use this ability is 
halved. 

Blood Wounding Blade You confer the wounding 
weapon quality on your 
weapon  and the weapon of 
1 willing ally per level in a 
30 ft. radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Catastrophe Deadly Weather Two weather effects 
instead of one occur each 
round, one of which can be 
repeated on the following 
round. 

The radius of this effect is 
halved. 

Caves Tunnel Runner The bonuses conferred by 
this ability are continuous 
during the full moon. 

The total number of 
minutes per day that you 
can use this ability is 
halved. 

Chaos Chaos Blade You confer the anarchic 
weapon quality on your 
weapon  and the weapon of 
1 willing ally per level in a 
30 ft. radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Chaos Touch of Chaos Each time the target rolls a 
d20 he must roll three 
times and take the lowest 
result. 

When you use this ability 
there is a 50% chance that 
it affects you instead of the 
target. 

Charm Charming Smile You can use Charming Smile 
as an immediate action, 
and target continues to be 
charmed for 1d4 rounds 
after you end the effect. 

The total number of rounds 
per day that you can use 
this ability is halved. 

Charm Dazing Touch This ability can affect 
targets with more Hit Dice 
that your cleric level. 
However, such targets get a 
saving throw to avoid the 
effect. 

Targets get a saving throw 
against the dazing effect. 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

Cloud Thundercloud This ability functions as a 
solid fog spell instead of a 
fog cloud spell. All other 
effects are unchanged. 

This ability functions as an 
obscuring mist spell instead 
of a fog cloud spell. All 
other effects are 
unchanged. 

Community Calming Touch Your calming touch heals 
lethal as well as nonlethal, 
and also removes the 
exhausted, frightened, 
panicked or nauseated 
conditions. 

Your touch restores 
nonlethal damage, but does 
not remove conditions. 

Community Unity If an ally chooses to use 
your saving throw to avoid 
an effect he can roll twice 
and take the higher result. 

This power only affects one 
ally within 30 ft. instead of 
all allies within 30 ft. 

Curse Malign Eye The penalty inflicted by the 
malign eye increases to -4. 

The penalty inflicted by the 
malign eye is reduced to -1. 

Daemon Whispering Evil The fascination effect 
persists for 1 round per 
cleric level after the cleric 
stops speaking. 

The total number of rounds 
per day that you can use 
this ability is halved. 

Death Bleeding Touch The bleed damage inflicts 
2d6 damage per round and 
can only be stopped with a 
DC 20 heal check or a cure 

serious wounds or better 
spell. 

The wound is minor and 
can be closed with a DC 10 
Heal check or any spell that 
restores hit point damage. 

Death Death's Embrace Channelled negative 
restores hit points equal to 
150% of the damage they 
would otherwise inflict. 

Channelled negative 
restores hit points equal to 
50% of the damage they 
would otherwise inflict. 

Decay Aura of Decay The damage inflicted by the 
aura of decay is doubled. 
The cumulative penalty to 
strength increases to -2 
each round.  

The aura of decay also 
affects the cleric. 

Deception Sudden Shift You can teleport up to your 
Speed to a space that you 
can see. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Defence Deflection Aura The deflection bonus 
increases to +4. 

The area of effect of this 
power is reduced to a 10 ft. 
radius. 

Destruction Destructive Aura The threat range of all 
attacks made by allies are 
doubled while within the 
destructive aura. 

Critical hits are not 
automatically confirmed. 

Destruction Destructive Smite A successful destructive 
smite also inflicts additional 
damage equal to your cleric 
level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

use this power. 

Divine Divine Vessel Your divine boon grants 
allies a +2 bonus to all 
attack rolls, skill checks or 
ability checks made before 
the end of their next turn. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Earth Acid Dart The dart inflicts 2d6 
damage +1 per cleric level. 

The dart inflicts just 1 point 
of damage per 2 cleric 
levels. 

Earth Acid Resistance You gain immunity to acid. 
If you already have 
immunity to fire, then acid 
now heals 1 hit point for 
each die of damage it 
would otherwise inflict. 

If you have resistance to 
fire then you lose your 
resistance. If you have 
immunity then you gain 
resistance 10 to fire. 

Evil Scythe of Evil You confer the unholy 
weapon quality on your 
weapon  and the weapon of 
1 willing ally per level in a 
30 ft. radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Evil Touch of Evil Targets become nauseated 
instead of sickened. 

Targets are only sickened 
for a duration of 1 round. 

Exploration Door Sight You gain the benefits of 
clairvoyance and 
clairaudience when using 
Door Sight. There is no limit 
to the duration of the 
power as long as you keep 
touching the surface. 

You cannot see through a 
surface that is thicker than 
six inches. 

Family Binding Ties When you touch an ally you 
can transfer all the 
conditions afflicting the ally 
onto yourself. 

The transfer only lasts for a 
number of rounds equal to 
half your cleric level. 

Fate Tugging Strands When you force a target to 
make a reroll they must roll 
three d20s and take the 
worse result. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Fear Feed on Fear The damage inflicted by this 
ability is doubled to 4d6. 

The damage inflicted by this 
ability to halved to 1d6. 

Feather Eyes of the Hawk You cannot be surprised, 
and your initiative roll is 
automatically considered 
20. 

You gain a +2 bonus on 
Perception checks, but 
none of the other benefits 
of the ability. 

Fire Fire Bolt The bolt inflicts 2d6 
damage +1 per cleric level. 

The bolt inflicts just 1 point 
of damage per 2 cleric 
levels. 

Fire Fire Resistance You gain immunity to fire. If 
you already have immunity 
to fire, then fire now heals 
1 hit point for each die of 

If you have resistance to 
acid then you lose your 
resistance. If you have 
immunity then you gain 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

damage it would otherwise 
inflict. 

resistance 10 to acid. 

Flotsam Sift Your ability to retrieve 
objects from water moves 
up one step. Clerics of 
levels 6-11 gain the 12th 
level ability. Clerics of levels 
12-19 gain the 20th level 
ability. For 20th level 
clerics, objects taken with 
this ability are permanent. 

Your ability to retrieve 
objects from water moves 
down one step. 20th level 
clerics use the 12th level 
ability. Clerics of levels 12-
19 use the 6th level ability. 
Clerics of levels 6-11 lose 
access to this power 
entirely. 

Freedom Liberty's Blessing When the target uses your 
boon to make a saving 
throw, they may roll twice 
and take the higher result. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Fur Predator's Grace The duration of predator's 
grace increases to 1 round 
per cleric level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Good Holy Lance You confer the holy weapon 
quality on your weapon  
and the weapon of 1 willing 
ally per level in a 30 ft. 
radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Good Touch of Good The bonuses from the 
Touch of Good persist for 1 
round per 2 cleric levels. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Growth Enlarge The duration of enlarge 
increases to 1 round per 
cleric level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Healing Healer's Blessing Your cure spells restore 
double the amount of listed 
hit points. 

Your cure spells function 
normally, and are not 
enhanced. 

Healing Rebuke Death Roll d8s instead of d4s 
when determining the 
amount of hit points 
restored by this ability. 

Using this ability restores a 
target to consciousness 
with 1 hit point. 

Home Guarded Hearth The maximum radius of the 
ward is doubled. Non-
designated creatures 
entering the area must 
make a Will saving throw or 
be struck blind for one 

The maximum radius of the 
ward is halved. 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

round. 

Ice Body of Ice You do not gain a special 
vulnerability to fire. 

You do not gain DR while in 
ice form. 

Inevitable Command The ability functions as 
greater command instead 
of command, enabling you 
to affect more targets. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Knowledge Lore Keeper The effective check result of 
the Knowledge check 
increases to 20 + half your 
cleric level + your Wisdom 
modifier. 

The effective check result of 
the Knowledge check 
decreases to 10 + half your 
cleric level + your Wisdom 
modifier. 

Knowledge Remote Viewing Using this ability allows you 
to see and hear a specific 
location. 

The number of rounds you 
can use this ability each day 
is halved. 

Language Rune Shift You can shift a rune that is 
any distance from you as 
long as it is still in effect. 

The shifted rune must be 
within 15 ft. 

Law Staff of Order You confer the axiomatic 
weapon quality on your 
weapon  and the weapon of 
one willing ally per level in a 
30 ft. radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Law Touch of Law The Touch of Law persists 
for one round per cleric 
level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Leadership Inspiring Command The affect of the inspiring 
command persists for 1 
round per cleric level. 

The number of targets you 
can affect with this ability is 
halved. 

Liberation Freedom's Call In addition to removing 
conditions this ability also 
removes physical 
incommodes and restraints. 
Ropes fall away, manacles 
spring open, doors are 
unlocked etc. 

The number of rounds you 
can use this ability each day 
is halved. 

Liberation Liberation The freedom of movement 
effect runs continuously 
during the full moon. 

The number of rounds you 
can use this ability each day 
is halved. 

Love Adoration Adoration thwarts all 
attacks made by the target 
until the end of your next 
turn. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Loyalty Touch of Loyalty The sacred bonus to Will 
saving throws increases to 
+8. 

The sacred bonus to will 
saving throws falls to +2. 
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Domain or 

Subdomain 

Power Enhanced Diminished 

Luck Bit of Luck The Bit of Luck effect 
persists for 1 round per 2 
cleric levels. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Luck Good Fortune When you choose to re-roll 
a d20 you may roll twice 
and keep the higher of the 
two rolls. 

You must choose to use this 
ability before making the 
initial die roll. 

Lust Anything to Please The target takes a penalty 
on its saving throw equal to 
your Charisma modifier (or 
a minimum of 1). 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Magic Dispelling Touch When you use dispelling 
touch you gain a +10 bonus 
to your caster level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Magic Hand of the Acolyte Your weapon automatically 
strikes without making an 
attack roll. Using Hand of 
the Acolyte does not 
provoke an attack of 
opportunity. 

The weapon does not 
return to your hand. 

Martyr Sacrificial Bond You only take half the 
damage inflicted on an ally 
and can immediate make 
appropriate saving throws 
against any inherited effect. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Memory Recall You can also use this ability 
to recall any spell you have 
cast in the past minute. The 
spell must be cast 
immediately, and uses up 
an existing unspent spell 
slot of the appropriate level 
using the same mechanics 
as spontaneous casting. 

The second Knowledge 
check does not gain a 
bonus equal to your 
wisdom modifier. 

Metal Metal Fist The fists are considered 
adamantine for the purpose 
of overcoming damage 
reduction. The duration of 
the ability increases to 1 
round per cleric level. 

The fists do not ignore 
Hardness. 

Murder Killing Blow The amount of bleed 
damage increases to your 
full cleric level. 

A successful critical hit 
inflicts an additional 1d4 
bleed damage. 

Nobility Inspiring Word Your inspiring word also 
heals hit points equal to a 

The duration of this ability 
is reduced to 1 round. 
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cure light wounds spell. 

Nobility Leadership The bonus on your 
Leadership score increased 
to +5. 

You do not gain the +2 
bonus on your Leadership 
score. 

Oceans Surge The wave is able to effect 
all creatures in a 15 ft. If 
you target one creature you 
gain a +5 bonus on your 
CMB checks, and the wave 
inflicts 2d6 nonlethal 
damage. 

Using this ability provokes 
an attack of opportunity. 

Plant Bramble Armour Once activated this ability 
remains in continuous 
effect unless you choose to 
suppress it. 

Bramble armour inflicts a 
flat 1d6 damage on 
attacking foes. 

Plant Wooden Fist Once activated this ability 
remains in continuous 
effect unless you choose to 
suppress it. 

You do not gain a bonus on 
damage rules equal to half 
your cleric level. 

Protection Aura of Protection Your aura grants an 
additional +2 to AC and +5 
to energy resistance. 

The number of rounds you 
can use this ability each day 
is halved. 

Protection Resistant Touch You do not lose the 
resistance bonus of the 
Protection domain when 
you confer it on others. 

The duration of this ability 
is reduced to 1 round. 

Purity Purifying Touch Each saving throw gains a 
bonus equal to your 
Wisdom modifier. 

The Purifying Touch only 
has a chance to remove one 
condition (chosen by the 
target). 

Pyre Fiery Aura The fire intensifies. It now 
inflicts 1d8 damage. If the 
cleric maintains 
concentration he can 
extend the fiery aura out to 
a 10 ft. radius. While the 
aura is at this radius the 
cleric gains the benefit of 
Concealment. 

The aura is no longer hot 
enough to combust near-by 
objects or inflict hit point 
damage. However, it 
continues to shed light as a 
torch. 

Rage Rage Your effective barbarian 
level is equal to your cleric 
level during the full moon. 

You can only rage for a 
number of rounds equal to 
half your cleric level each 
day. 

Repose Gentle Rest Your touch automatically 
causes a living target to fall 
asleep for one round. 

Your touch has not effect 
on living creatures, and 
makes undead creatures 
staggered for 1 round. 

Repose Ward Against Death In addition to the ability to 
generate the aura, you are 
under the effect of a 
continuously active Death 
Ward spell. 

The duration of this ability 
is reduced to 1 round. 

Resolve Bestow Resolve The hit points bestowed by 
this ability are increased by 

You bestow half as many 
temporary hit points, and 
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half as much again. 
Additionally you can use 
this ability two extra times 
per day. 

the number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Restoration Restorative Touch In addition to the listed 
conditions, your restorative 
touch can also remove the 
confused, exhausted, 
frightened, panicked, 
nauseated, and stunned 
conditions. 

The number of times per 
day that you can use this 
ability is halved. 

Resurrection Gift of Life During the full moon your 
gift of life power restores a 
target fully to life as per a 
raise dead spell. 

The target is restored to life 
for a number of rounds 
equal to half your cleric 
level. 

Revolution Powerful Persuader During the full moon you 
are not limited in your use 
of the powerful persuader 
power and may use it every 
time you make an 
intimidate or diplomacy 
check. 

The number of times per 
day that you can use this 
ability is halved. 

Rune Blast Rune The rune inflicts 2d6 
damage +1 per cleric level, 
and lasts for a number of 
minutes equal to your cleric 
level. 

The rune just inflicts 1 point 
of damage per 2 cleric 
levels. 

Rune Spell Rune Your spell rune can hold a 
spell equal to the highest 
level you can cast. 

The spell rune cannot hold 
a spell of greater than third 
level. 

Seasons Untouched by the 
Seasons 

Your touch also confers 
energy resistance 10 to 
both fire and cold. 

The duration of this ability 
is halved. 

Smoke Cloud of Smoke The area covered by the 
smoke increases to a 20 ft. 
radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Souls Touch of the Spirit 
World 

You confer this 
empowerment onto your 
weapon  and the weapon of 
one willing ally per level in a 
30 ft. radius. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Stone Voyager Path of Terranor The cleric can use this 
ability at will. 

The number of rounds per 
day that you can use this 
ability are halved. 

Storms Gale Aura Each round anyone 
attempting to approach the 
cleric must make a 
Fortitude saving throw or 

You can only use this power 
for half as many rounds per 
day. 
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have their movement 
checked. For every 5 points 
they fail the saving throw 
by, they are forced back 5 
feet. 

Strength Might of the Gods The increase in strength is 
continuous during the full 
moon. As long as your bare 
feet touch unworked stone 
the bonuses also apply to 
attack and damage rolls. 

The bonus conferred by this 
ability is halved. 

Strength Strength Surge The bonus conferred by this 
ability is doubled. 

The bonus conferred by this 
ability is halved. 

Sun Nimbus of Light The cleric can call on his 
nimbus of light at will 
during the full moon. 

The radius of the nimbus of 
light is reduced to 10 ft. 

Sun Sun's Blessing Add twice your cleric level 
to damage dealt against 
undead when you channel 
positive energy. 

You do not add any 
additional damage to the 
damage dealt to undead 
when you channel positive 
energy. 

Sweet Air Aura of Purity The cleric can extend his 
aura of purity out to a 10 ft. 
radius. He must maintain 
concentration to keep it 
extended. 

The aura can be used for a 
maximum of 1 round per 
cleric level each day. The 
rounds do not have to 
consecutive. 

Tactics Seize the Initiative Yourself and all your allies 
can roll twice for their 
initiative and take either 
result. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Terranite Skin of Stone The cleric's DR intensifies  
from 5/adamantine or 
10/adamantine to 5/-- or 
10/-- respectively. He also 
gains an additional +2 
natural armour. 

The cleric loses any DR and 
his natural armour bonus is 
halved (round down). His 
skin now has the 
consistency of stiff putty. 

Thievery Thief of the Gods During the full moon you 
can always roll twice and 
take the higher result when 
using Disable Device or 
Sleight of Hand. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Thought Read Minds Your power also gains the 
utility of the seek thoughts 
spell. 

It is more difficult to pierce 
the minds of others. All 
targets get a +2 to their Will 
saving throws against this 
power. 

Torture Painful Smite Each point of damage from 
your strike is converted into 
2 points of nonlethal 
damage. 

Each 2 points of damage 
from your strike is 
converted into 1 point of 
nonlethal damage. 

Trade Silver-Tongued The bonus to your Bluff, The number of times per 
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Haggler Diplomacy or Sense Motive 
skill increases to your cleric 
level. 

day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Travel Agile Feet This ability lasts for 1 round 
per cleric level, and also 
confers a +5 ft. increase in 
your Speed. 

You lose access to this 
ability during the dark of 
the moon. 

Travel Dimensional Hop As long as you have at least 
10 ft. of distance remaining 
in your daily allowance, you 
can teleport 10 ft. at will as 
a move action. 

The distance you can 
teleport each day is halved. 

Trickery Copycat You create 1d4 illusory 
doubles +1 additional 
double per three cleric 
levels (to a maximum of 
eight doubles).  

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Trickery Master's Illusion You can use this ability as 
an immediate action that 
happens just before the 
triggering action. The 
duration of this ability 
increase to 1 minute per 
cleric level. 

The area of effect of this 
ability is reduced to a 10 ft. 
radius. 

Undead Death's Kiss The target becomes 
susceptible to Turn Undead, 
Command Undead and 
similar abilities that affect 
the Undead type. 

The affect only lasts for one 
round. 

War Battle Rage The battle rage persists for 
1 round per cleric level. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

War Weapon Master You gain access to combat 
feats when you use this 
ability. 

The number of rounds you 
can use this ability each day 
are halved. 

Warbound Martial Priest You also gain the feat 
Greater Weapon Focus 
during the full moon. 

During the dark of the 
moon you lose access to 
the Weapon Focus feat. 

Wards Warding Rune You are considered invisible 
against any target that fails 
the saving throw associated 
with this power. The 
invisibility lasts for as long 
as the sanctuary effect, but 
can end prematurely if you 
attack the target of the 
warding rune. 

The target may make a 
saving throw at the 
beginning of its turn each 
round to shake off the 
sanctuary effect. 

Water Cold Resistance You gain immunity to cold. If you have resistance to 
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If you already have 
immunity to fire, then cold 
now heals 1 hit point for 
each die of damage it 
would otherwise inflict. 

cold then you lose your 
resistance. If you have 
immunity then you gain 
resistance 10 to cold. 

Water Icicle The icicle inflicts 2d6 
damage +1 per cleric level. 

The icicle inflicts just 1 
point of damage per 2 cleric 
levels. 

Weather Lightning Lord The damage inflicted by 
each bolt increases to 
5d10/5d8/ 

The damage inflicted by 
each bolt is reduced to 
1d10/1d8. 

Weather Storm Burst If you wish, the area of 
effect of the storm 
increases to a 30 ft. radius; 
and its duration persists for 
as long as you maintain 
concentration. All targets 
within range can make 
Reflex saving throws each 
round to avoid its effects. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Wind Wind Blast The wind inflicts 1d6 
nonlethal damage, and you 
gain a +5 bonus to your bull 
rush attempt. 

The number of times per 
day you can use this ability 
is reduced by two. If this 
brings you number of uses 
to zero or less, you cannot 
use this power. 

Windborn Divine Flight The cleric can fly at-will. If 
the cleric can already fly at 
will then his fly speed 
increases to 90 ft. and his 
manoeuvrability becomes 
Perfect. 

The time that the cleric can 
fly is limited to one round 
per cleric level each day. 
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The Druid 
 

The following class abilities of the druid are slightly modified by the house rules. 
Unless otherwise stated, other elements of these class features are unchanged. 

 
 

Class Features 
 
Spells: A druid begins play knowing all 0-level spells on the druid spell list; if the 
druid has access to a cleric domain via the Nature Bond class feature he also has 
access to any 0-level spells on that list. Additionally, the druid knows three 1st-level 
spells of his choice, and can select a number of additional 1st-level spells equal to his 
Wisdom modifier. At each new druid level, he gains two new spells of any spell level 
or levels that he can cast (based on her new druid level). Druids on Iourn have no 
written tradition, and so it is very unlikely that the druid would record the spells he 
knows. 
 
The druid can also add additional divine spells either the cleric list or his domain (if 
he has one) to her repertoire. These spells are unlikely to be learned from scrolls or 
other written sources, but can be taught by another druid; alternatively the druid 
could invent a new spell himself. The druid follows the same rules as a wizard who 
adds additional spells to his spellbook.  See the "Spells Copied from Another's 
Spellbook or Scroll" and "Independent Research" methods on p219 of the Core Rules 
(2009). 
 
Nature Bond (Ex): If a druid chooses the version of the Nature Bond ability that 
grants access to a cleric domain, the rules are slightly amended. The druid gains the 
domain powers as normal, and adds all the spells in the newly expanded cleric 
domain spell lists to his list of available spells. He does not gain a domain spell slot as 
stated in the rules, but instead adds one additional spell slot to each level of spells he 
can cast. This spell slot can be used to prepare any spell in his repertoire. 
 
Wildshape (Su): The number of times each day that a druid can Wildshape is actually 
the number of times the druid can freely wildshape with no chance of dire 
consequence. The first wildshape each day beyond the safe limit imposed by the 
druid's level functions normally. However, the druid must make a level check (1d20 + 
the character's levels in the druid class) to revert to his original form. The DC of this 
check is 21. If the check succeeds then the druid reverts to his original form 
normally. He may then (if he chooses) attempt to Wildshape again. However, each 
additional Wildshape attempt adds a cumulative +2 to the DC of the level check to 
revert to his own form. 
 
If the level check fails then druid is stuck in his creature form until dawn the 
following day. At this point he can make another level check (at +2 to the DC of the 
previous check) to revert to his original form. If he fails again then he remains stuck 
for another day, before he can try the check again (at an additional +2 to the DC). He 
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continues making checks at an increasing DC each dawn until he either succeeds or 
fails four successive checks. If four checks are failed then the druid remains in his 
creature form forever and may take on the mentality and nature of the creature as 
time passes. 
 
 

Druid Archetypes 
 

The following archetypes are added to the list of available archetypes for Iourn 
druids. The Aquatic Druid archetype from p98 of the Advanced Player's Guide (2010) 
is of a similar concept to the Seawalker and players who wish to play members of the 
Oceanic Order may select that archetype instead if they desire. The Preserver or 
Defiler archetypes may be required by the Iourn GM. 

 
 

DEFILER 

 
The key to understanding primal magic is to appreciate how such druids gain their 
power. Druids must draw the energy to manipulate the weave at the point they cast 
the spell. The energy comes from all living creatures in the vicinity of the primal 
caster. Therefore the abundance of life in the immediate area has a profound effect 
on the primal caster's ability to work to magic. The primal caster is also limited by 
ethics: every time he draws energy to cast his spells, he has to decide exactly how 
much to take. Too much and the plants around him will wither and die; not enough, 
and the spell may not work at all. 
 
Defilers are out for what they can get. They see the natural world as a tool, nothing 
more. When they cast their spells, they cast them at the very limit of their power. 
Their methods are clumsy and inefficient, but the results speak for themselves. 
When a defiler casts a spell, the plant life withers and dies, the soil is blackened and 
charred and all that is left is an infertile dust that may not support life for a 
generation. Defilers enjoy the rush of this destruction, but defiling has a benefit 
beyond that. Their magic is antithetical to life, and even the most innocuous spells 
damage and decay their enemies. 
 
Requirements: Must be a primal spellcaster: a druid or a ranger. 
 
Spellcasting: Defilers are dependent upon the natural environment in which he finds 
himself. This environment grants the character a bonus or a penalty to his caster 
level, and to the DCs of his spells. The Defiler should make himself aware of the 
terrain type before casting his spells. The GM will have this information. It is 
impossible to cast primal magic in completely lifeless areas, such as the void that 
surrounds Iourn, unless the caster brings sufficient plant life with him. 
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Table HR-41: Defiler Spellcasting 

Terrain Type Examples Save DC Modifier Caster Level Modifier 

Lifeless The Void --- --- 

Desolate Desert, Rocky Plains, Boulder Fields -4 -8 

Infertile Mountains, Subterranean -2 -4 

Barren Urban, Open Ocean, Hills , Scrub 0 0 

Fertile Plains, Marsh +2 +4 

Abundant Forests, Coasts, Rivers, Lakes +4 +8 

 
A reduction or increase in caster level does not cause the defiler to lose or gain 
access to any of his spells. An 18th level defiler in an infertile area can still cast ninth 
level spells, he just casts them as if he was a 14th level caster. If the level check 
modifier reduces the defiler's caster level to zero or less, then he is considered to 
have a caster level of one. 
 
These rules modifier the druids existing spellcasting powers. 
 
Defiler Magic Destruction: When a defiler draws on life energy to cast his spells, all 
vegetation in a domain around him turns to ash. Living creatures are not turned to 
ash, but are still damaged by this process (see below). The radius in feet of this 
defilement is equal to the level of the spell that is cast.  
 
Any living creature (whether friend or foe) that is within the radius of defiler magic 
destruction must make a Fortitude saving throw (DC 10 + half the defiler's level + 
defiler's prime ability score modifier). Those that fail take necrotic damage equal to 
the level of the defiler. Plant creatures (e.g. shambling mounds) take damage equal 
to twice the level of the defiler. The defiler's level check modifier should be taken 
into account when calculating the DC of the saving throw and the damage. So an 
11th level defiler in a tropical jungle will actually inflict 19 necrotic damage to those 
in range. 
 
If the defiler stands in the same place and keeps casting spells, then the radius of 
defiler destruction slowly increases. The radius in feet of the defiled area is the level 
of the highest level spell cast + 1 foot for each additional spell cast at the same 
location. 
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PRESERVER 

 
Preservers are the reverse of defilers. They have an inherent respect for life; they 
take just as much as they need from Nature and no more. They are subtle and 
careful individuals, who understand the delicate balance that exists between living 
things, and the dangers of upsetting that balance. 
 
Most primal casters ore preservers. On Iourn the great Druidic Order of Urova (as 
well as the wandering rangers who can also take this archetype) are preservers. The 
GM may require PC druids to take this archetype in addition to any other elements 
of the character. 
 
Requirements: Must be a primal spellcaster: a druid or a ranger. 
 
Spellcasting: Preservers are dependent upon the natural environment in which he 
finds himself. This environment grants the character a bonus or a penalty to his 
caster level, and to the DCs of his spells. The Preserver should make himself aware of 
the terrain type before casting his spells. The GM will have this information. It is 
impossible to cast primal magic in completely lifeless areas, such as the void that 
surrounds Iourn, unless the caster brings sufficient plant life with him. 
 

Table HR-42: Preserver Spellcasting 

Terrain Type Examples Save DC Modifier Caster Level Modifier 

Lifeless The Void --- --- 

Desolate Desert, Rocky Plains, Boulder Fields -2 -4 

Infertile Mountains, Subterranean -1 -2 

Barren Urban, Open Ocean, Hills , Scrub 0 0 

Fertile Plains, Marsh +1 +2 

Abundant Forests, Coasts, Rivers, Lakes +2 +4 

 
A reduction or increase in caster level does not cause the preserver to lose or gain 
access to any of his spells. An 11th level preserver in a fertile area can still only cast a 
maximum of sixth level spells, he just casts them as if he was a 13th level caster. If 
the level check modifier reduces the preserver's caster level to zero or less, then he 
is considered to have a caster level of one. 
 
These rules modifier the druids existing spellcasting powers. 
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SEAWALKER 

 
Seawalkers are druids of the Oceanic Order: a group that diverged from the Auld 
Faith Eldagaire after the first Great War. They are equally at home in or on the waves 
as they are on land, and their remit is to protect the oceans and the creatures within 
it from the depredations of civilised kind. 
 
Long ago the Seawalkers were tasked with restoring life to the seas in the northern 
world  after the end of the war with Karatath. In order to do this they created 
hundreds of Towers of Repopulation – submerged artefacts that opened doorways 
to other parts of Iourn, and even other worlds. This responsibility has been carried 
with them over the centuries, and they have taken on a highly regimented and 
structured culture. 
 
Seawalkers are flamboyant dressers favouring long robes of blue and orange. Like 
the Norandon circles, they answer to an inner circle made up of nine druids, three 
archdruids and one great druid. The current great druid is a triton named 
Aramendus.  
 
Water Walking (Su): From 2nd level, the seawalker has the ability to walk on water 
as if it were firm ground. This ability functions as a continuously active water walk 
spell, although the druid can suppress it at will as a free action if he wants to venture 
below the water's surface. This ability replaces woodland stride. 
 
Amphibious (Ex): From 3rd level, the seawalker can breathe water as readily and as 
easily as air. This ability replaces trackless step. 
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The Inquisitor 
 

The following class ability of the inquisitor is slightly modified by the house rules. 
Unless otherwise stated, other elements of this class feature is unchanged. 

 
 

Class Features 
 
Domain: Read the more relaxed approach to alignment detailed in the description of 
the Cleric class and the section on Additional Rules. These changes also affect the 
Inquisitor. He may select Alignment domains that conflicts with his own or his 
deity's, but doing so makes it all the more likely that the inquisitor commits an ethos 
violation. 
 
An inquisitor may select an "Inquisition" instead of a Domain. Details of Inquisitions 
are found on pp41-44 of Ultimate Magic (2011). The gods of Iourn grant access to 
Inquisitions as stated in table HR-41. This replaces table 1-2 from Ultimate Magic. 
 
 
 

Table HR-43: Inquisitions for Iourn Gods 

Deity AL Portfolio Inquisitions 

Aegir NE The seas, the mind, 
strength, conflict, sailors 

Valour, Zeal 
 

Azygous LG Self-determination, 
humans, fertility, 
creation, industry 

Black Powder, Fate, Illumination, Revelation, Truth 

Calafax N Fire, destruction, war, 
rebirth, second chances, 
altruism, summer. 

Anger, Banishment, Fervour, Tactics, Vengeance, Zeal 

Domordis N Watchfulness, the land, 
protection, deliverance 

Order, Persistence 

Helian LN The sun, creation, 
civilisation, salvation, 
domination 

Fervour, Heresy, Illumination, Imprisonment, Order, 
Torture, Truth, Zeal 

Karatath LE Domination, overlordship, 
magic, secrets, forbidden 
lore 

Anger, Banishment, Damnation, Imprisonment, 
Fervour, Oblivion, Possession, Sin, Torture, Vengeance 

Lolth CE Elves, the drow, magic, 
creation, darkness, 
spiders 

Anger, Banishment, Heresy, Imprisonment, Possession, 
Torture, Spellkiller, Sin 

Moradin LG Creation, dwarves, 
smithing, stone, 
engineering 

Order, Justice, Persistence, Tactics, Valour 

Mortis N Death, undeath, time, the 
past, history, archives, 
knowledge, funerals, old 
age. 

Fate, Illumination, Oblivion, Revelation, Sin, Torture, 
True Death, Truth 

Sashelas CG Sunlit waters, mediation, 
alliance and co-operation, 
a bulwark against evil. 

Justice, Revelation, Truth 
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Deity AL Portfolio Inquisitions 

Sharrash N Water, oceans, rivers, 
sailors, ships, travel, 
trade, capriciousness, 
winter. 

Fervour, Persistence, Sin, Zeal 

Terranor N Earth, mountains, forests, 
nature, agriculture, 
strength, loyalty, justice, 
law, autumn. 

Fervour, Justice, Order, Persistence, Tactics, Valour 

Umberlee CE Cariousness, seas, ocean 
predators, greed, storms, 
vanity. 

Anger, Damnation, Illumination, Imprisonment, 
Oblivion, Torture 

Vítaeous N Life, birth, creativity, joy, 
love, marriage, 
adventure. 

Truth, Sin, Revelation, Zeal 

Yeathani NE Drowning, the impossible 
depths, black water, 
brooding menace, 
forbidden lore 

Anger, Damnation, Illumination,  

Zeboim CE Anger, destruction and 
violence; peace and fine 
seas; contradictions, 
dragons 

Anger, Fervour, Sin, Zeal 

Zephyre N Air, storms, weather, 
mysteries, magic, spring. 

Banishment, Illumination, Revelation, Spellkiller, Truth 
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The Paladin 
 

The following class ability of the paladin is slightly modified by the house rules. 
Unless otherwise stated, other elements of this class feature is unchanged. 

 
 

Class Features 
 
Spells: Paladins gain the ability to cast spells at either 4th or 5th level depending on 
their Charisma modifier. When this level is reached the paladin gains knowledge of 
three 1st-level spells of his choice from the Paladin spell list; he may also select a 
number of additional 1st-level spells equal to his Charisma modifier. At each new 
paladin level from this point forward, he gains two new spells of any spell level or 
levels that he can cast (based on his new paladin level). The spells do not have to be 
written down, although some such spells are kept in written format. 
 
The paladin can also add additional divine spells from the paladin list to his 
repertoire. These spells may be learned from scrolls or other written sources, or 
taught by another paladin of the character's faith; alternatively the paladin could 
invent a new spell himself. The paladin follows the same rules as a wizard who adds 
additional spells to his spellbook.  See the "Spells Copied from Another's Spellbook or 
Scroll" and "Independent Research" methods on p219 of the Core Rules (2009). 
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The Ranger 
 

The following class ability of the ranger is slightly modified by the house rules. Unless 
otherwise stated, other elements of this class feature is unchanged. 

 
 

Class Features 
 
Spells: Rangers gain the ability to cast spells at either 4th or 5th level depending on 
their Wisdom modifier. When this level is reached the ranger gains knowledge of 
three 1st-level spells of his choice from the Ranger spell list; he may also select a 
number of additional 1st-level spells equal to his Wisdom modifier. At each new 
ranger level from this point forward, he gains two new spells of any spell level or 
levels that he can cast (based on his new ranger level). Like druids, rangers have no 
written tradition, and so it is very unlikely that he would record the spells he knows. 
 
The ranger can also add additional divine spells from the ranger list to his repertoire. 
These spells are unlikely to be learned from scrolls or other written sources, but can 
be taught by another ranger; alternatively the ranger could invent a new spell 
himself. The ranger follows the same rules as a wizard who adds additional spells to 
his spellbook.  See the "Spells Copied from Another's Spellbook or Scroll" and 
"Independent Research" methods on p219 of the Core Rules (2009). 
 
Archetypes: Rangers who can cast spells may select the Preserver or Defiler 
archetypes listed in the description on the druid class. On Iourn almost all rangers 
will have the Preserver Archetype. 
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Chapter 4: Skills 
 
 

Languages 
 

These are additional rules added to Chapter 4, between pages 86 and 86 of the 
printed Core Rules (2009). They replace the normal rules for gaining languages and 
for reading and writing presented in the entries for each character race in Chapter 2 
of the Core Rules and in other legal sources. 

 
A character who knows how to speak a language does not necessarily know how to 
read and write it. Therefore languages are divided into spoken tongues and written 
scripts. A character who learns a written script automatically knows how to read and 
write any spoken tongue he knows that uses that script. 
 
For example: Norandon, Salmayan and Kerikite are spoken tongues that sound pretty 
different; however they are all written with the same alphabet: the Hadradan script. 
Therefore when a character who knows how to speak these three languages learns 
how to read the Hadradan script, he is then able to read and write Norandon, 
Salmayan and Kerikite as well. 
 
At character generation all characters know a number of languages equal to  2 + 
their Intelligence modifier, and must choose between spoken tongues and written 
scripts. A character who wishes to be illiterate should refrain from selecting any 
written scripts. 
 
All choices must be made from the list of languages available for Iourn (see table HR-
42), this list includes racial languages – although no character is compelled to take a 
racial language. Some languages will not be available in all campaigns. There is no 
common tongue on Iourn. 
 
After character generation, characters gain access to new languages by adding ranks 
in the Linguistics skill. For each rank they have in this skill, they can add one spoken 
tongue or one written script to the number of languages they know. 
 
Bonus languages conferred by certain classes (such as the secret language of the 
druids) are gained in addition to any other languages. 
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Table HR-44: Languages of Iourn 
Language Typical speakers Script 

Abyssal Demons Infernal 

Aquan Entities of Plane of Water Celestial 

Auld Dwarvish Dwarven scholars Thorass 

Auran Entities of Plane of Air Celesital 

Calclafan Calclafique denizens Hadradan 

Celestial Angels, archons Celestial 

Dameneth Elves of Lareth Larethian 

Draconic Dragons, wizards Draconic 

Easterling Cradlelands common Hadradan 

Eldagairé Eldagaire denizens Hadradan 

Gebblin Gnomes of Five Colour Thorass 

Gobbley Goblinkind Thorass 

Gorebash Orcs Thorass 

Hadradan Hadradan empire Hadradan 

Hobbit Very few hobbit scholars Larethian 

Ignan Entities of Plane of Fire Celestial 

Infernal Devils Infernal 

Jeppnan Gnomes of Stonebark Thorass 

Jotun Giants Thorass 

Junos Junos denizens Hadradan 

Kassanor Kassini nomads Hadradan 

Kerikite Kerikal denizens Hadradan 

Klardish Dwarves of Gunstadtan Hills Thorass 

Larethian Elves of the Greymere Larethian 

Loroth Drow Larethian 

Maldomori Maldomoor denizens U'Garrad 

Mannenite The Mannenites Larethian 

Mantlar Gnomes of Walhoon Mantlar 

Merkenmeer Sea Kin Finbarren 

Morkoth Dark speech of Karatath U'Garrad 

Morranish Auld Kingdom dwarves Thorass 

Norandon Denizens of Norandor Hadradan 

Salmayan Salmaynak denizens Hadradan 

Siznvizz Wild halflings of Cradlelands None 

Suspirian Illithids Infernal 

Sylvan Fey and faerie creatures Larethian 

Terran Entities of Plane of Earth Celestial 

Thari Druidic order None 

Vargomesh Varrashtar U'Garrad 

Vikallian Vikallia denizens U'Garrad 

Yeenoghish Gnolls Hadradan 
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Chapter 5: Feats 
 
 

Any feats converted from an older edition of D&D will be in the Conversion 
Catalogue, only new and revised feats are listed here. Because of the changes to the 
Combat system, certain feats have less utility in the New Deal rules than they do in 
the published Pathfinder rules. Any feat that grants specific movement bonuses, or 
relies on a tactical gird for its benefits will be less useful to PCs. As a matter of policy, 
these rules do not address every instance of feat (or other game element) that may 
require a little revision. The following are significant enough to draw attention to the 
changes. 

 
 

Greater Bull Rush (Combat) 
 
This feat grants you a +2 bonus on Bull Rush checks that stacks with Improved Bull 
Rush, but does not give any further benefits. See Core Rules (2009) p125 
 
 

Greater Drag (Combat) 
 
This feat grants you a +2 bonus on Drag checks that stacks with Improved Drag, but 
does not give any further benefits. See Advanced Player's Guide  (2010) p161. 
 
 

Greater Reposition (Combat) 
 
This feat does not exist in the New Deal rules. See Advanced Player's Guide  (2010) 
p161. 
 
 

Improved Reposition (Combat) 
 
This feat does not exist in the New Deal rules. See Advanced Player's Guide  (2010) 
p163. 
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Chapter 7: Additional Rules 
 

Alignment 
 

The rules for Alignment on pp166-168 in the Pathfinder Core Rules (2009) are 
actually pretty close to the way I deal with Alignment in the game: namely, it's a 
guide for roleplaying your character, not a straightjacket. There are a few more 
things to say about Alignment on Iourn. These are not new rules per se, but an 
interpretation of the official material. 

 
Alignment on Iourn 

 
In the Iourn campaign setting the nine alignments derive from the god Io. The 
Ninefold Dragon created his children in his image: chromatic and metallic dragons 
that embodied the nine alignments. After Io had finished, other creatures rose from 
the soup he left behind. These were the Ancients, creatures of conscience, driven by 
a abstract ideals. This is the origin of the demons, angels, eladrin and other 
extraplanar creatures. 
 
Alignment on Iourn is therefore a tangible thing. The powers of Good, Evil, Law and 
Chaos are near-sentient forces: by-products of the creation of the dragons, the 
essence of the Ancients and with the capacity to infect the mortal races. 
 
These forces are known as Taint (Evil), Rapture (Good), Entropy (Chaos) and Order 
(Law). In previous editions of the Iourn game I've used third edition rules – such as 
those presented in Heroes of Horror (2005), the Book of Vile Darkness (2002) and the 
Book of Exalted Deeds (2003) – to express these elements as game mechanics. Those 
rules will not be converted into Pathfinder for some considerable time, and 
therefore we should step back from them. 
 
Alignment for player characters is entirely optional. If players want to select an 
Alignment that they think defines their character then it may be a helpful starting 
point; however it is a character's deeds that are important not a decision made in 
character generation. 
 
Alignment and Spells 

 
On Iourn a creature is Evil because it has some degree of Taint in its make-up. A 
creature with the Evil descriptor has Taint. A mortal creature who performs evil acts 
will attract taint as he gains levels and will eventually show up on a detect evil spell 
simply by dint of the taint in his make-up. The same is true for other forces such as 
Rapture, Entropy and Order. A slaad detects as chaotic because it is a creature of 
entropy. 
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Divine characters are a special case. Clerics and paladins have a aura conferred upon 
them by their god. This aura may be the product of Evil, Good, Order or Chaos 
depending on the nature of the deity. This aura also overrides the character's own 
alignment. An individual cleric may be Neutral, but if he worships a Good deity then 
he would detect as good if a detect good spell was cast upon him. 
 
Therefore the rules as presented for detecting the presence of alignment do not 
need to be changed for either the benefit of the house rules or established campaign 
history. Powerful adventurers who have reached the highest levels of the game will 
be aligned in some respect. Although it may be a mixed alignment: a bit of rapture, a 
bit of order…. so unless the subject of a detect spell is a dragon or comes from 
Ancient stock then such spells are unlikely to be 100% effective. 
 
Some spells have alignment descriptors and the rules say that they can only be cast 
by characters of the required Alignment. This is not the case on Iourn. Anyone can 
cast any spell – assuming that it's on the appropriate spell list – however, casting 
spells that are very different from your character's stated ethos will change your 
character. The alignment will start to slide. A Good cleric who casts Evil spells, even 
for Good ends, won't be a purely Good cleric any more. In game terms this may not 
really happen. For characters who need to follow a strict code, the tenets of their 
faith are more important than their alignment. 
 
Alignment and Class Restrictions 

 
Some classes have alignment requirements to enter. The monk must always been 
lawful, the cleric's alignment must always be within one step of his deity, the 
archetypal paladin is Lawful Good – although other knightly orders exist. A more 
fluid interpretation of Alignment and what it means makes these restrictions 
extremely unfair. 
 
Characters of some classes need to follow a particular code of conduct. Clerics and 
inquisitors have to follow the tenets of their deity. Paladins need to follow their 
knightly code. Monks require a highly disciplined mind to achieve mastery of their 
supernatural abilities. It is quite possible to keep track of these requirements in 
game without resorting to something as clumsy as Alignment. 
 
A cleric of a Good deity who performs Evil acts may lose the support of his church 
and the powers of his god, but it would be because of his actions – not because his 
Alignment had changed. 
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Iourn Campaign Setting 
 

The following is Iourn-specific material that is generally useful to have to refer to in 
play. 

 
 

Table HR-45: Days of the Week 

Dates Urovan Name Hadradan Name 

1, 8, 15, 22, 29, 36, 43 Vítday Elyas'cin 

2, 9, 16, 23, 30, 37, 44 Terday Vanda'cin 

3, 10, 17, 24, 31, 38, 45 Zephday Ekamon'cin 

4, 11, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46 Caladay Saladun'cin 

5, 12, 19, 26, 33, 40, 47 Sharday Cassiah'cin 

6, 13, 20, 27, 34, 41, 48 Morday Timani'cin 

7, 14, 21, 28, 24, 42, 49 Sunday Sun'cin 

 
 
 

Table HR-46: Months of the Year 

Season Urovan Name Hadradan Name 

Spring New Year  Arabeeth  

Spring Crispeven  Essadrin  

Spring Stormtide  Allakar  

Spring Greenleaf  Sartagius  

Spring Scatterseed  Ésay  

Spring Firststeps  Callabron  

Spring Gentle Days  Úsagar  

Summer Brightday  Antovius  

Summer Suntask  Khayember  

Summer Lollmeadow  Sharif  

Summer Midsummer  Kyborim  

Summer Heathaze  Elkendrin  

Summer Kindlesmoke  Zhooma  

Summer Gathering  Halakim  

Autumn Late Harvest  Belarim  

Autumn Autumn Colours  Winosius  

Autumn Mizzle Month  Biancus  

Autumn Dark Days  Tiresius  

Autumn Baretwig  Thaldrin  

Autumn Keenaxe  Chesiran  

Autumn Chillbone  Nalawan  

Winter First Snow  Morgirius  

Winter Frostbite  Cassimber  

Winter Blacknight  Ocheeb  

Winter Midwinter  Fitreen  

Winter Deep Drift  Mal  

Winter Coldsorrow  Lonestas  

Winter Ember Eve  Aviember  
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Table HR-47: Cycles of the Moons 
Date  Vítaeous Terranor Zephyre Calafax Sharrash Mortis 

Vítday 1
st

  Full ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ 

Terday 2
nd

  Full ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ 

Zephday 3
rd

  Full ½ ¼ Dark ¼ ¾ 

Caladay 4
th

  Full ¾ ¼ Dark ¼ ½ 

Sharday 5
th

  Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ ½ 

Morday 6
th

  Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ ½ 

Sunday 7
th

  Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ ½ 

Vítday 8
th

  ¾ ¾ ½ ¼ Dark ½ 

Terday 9
th

  ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark ½ 

Zephday 10
th

  ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark ½ 

Caladay 11
th

  ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark ¼ 

Sharday 12
th

  ¾ Full ¾ ¼ Dark ¼ 

Morday 13
th

  ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ 

Sunday 14
th

  ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ 

Vítday 15
th

  ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark ¼ 

Terday 16
th

  ½ ¾ ¾ ½ ¼ Dark 

Zephday 17
th

  ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark 

Caladay 18
th

  ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark 

Sharday 19
th

  ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ Dark 

Morday 20
th

  ¼ ¾ Full ¾ ¼ Dark 

Sunday 21
st

  ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark 

Vítday 22
nd

  ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark 

Terday 23
rd

  ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ Dark 

Zephday 24
th

  ¼ ½ ¾ ¾ ½ ¼ 

Caladay 25
th

  Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ 

Sharday 26
th

  Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ 

Morday 27
th

  Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ ¼ 

Sunday 28
th

  Dark ¼ ¾ Full ¾ ¼ 

Vítday 29
th

  Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ 

Terday 30
th

  Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ 

Zephday 31
st

  Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ ½ 

Caladay 32
nd

  Dark ¼ ½ ¾ ¾ ½ 

Sharday 33
rd

  ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ 

Morday 34
th

  ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ 

Sunday 35
th

  ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full ½ 

Vítday 36
th

  ¼ Dark ¼ ¾ Full ¾ 

Terday 37
th

  ¼ Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ 

Zephday 38
th

  ½ Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ 

Caladay 39
th

  ½ Dark ¼ ½ Full ¾ 

Sharday 40
th

  ½ Dark ¼ ½ ¾ ¾ 

Morday 41
st

  ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full 

Sunday 42
nd

  ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full 

Vítday 43
rd

  ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ Full 

Terday 44
th

  ½ ¼ Dark ¼ ¾ Full 

Zephday 45
th

  ¾ ¼ Dark ¼ ½ Full 

Caladay 46
th

  ¾ ½ Dark ¼ ½ Full 

Sharday 47
th

  ¾ ½ Dark ¼ ½ Full 

Sunday 49
th

  ¾ ½ ¼ Dark ½ ¾ 
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Chapter 8: Combat 
 
 

The following house rules seek to explain how combat functions in the New Deal 
rules without the use of a tactical battle grid. Some written rules need to be 
addressed and clarified, and some need to be changed, in order for combat to be 
clearly adjudicated. 

 
 

Statement of Intent 
 
Combat is complex, and it is dynamic. There are numerous factors that influence 
where a character wants to be, and what he wants to be doing. Without a tangible 
representation of what the combat looks like and where everything is, then it can get 
confusing. 
  
It's the GM's responsibility to paint the scene with words well enough that he and 
the players have a shared understanding of what is going on. The players should be 
empowered to test the limits of that understanding. They should be asking questions 
such as how far away the enemies are, how close they are together, whether there is 
anything to hide behind. If there is a deficiency in the scene as set by the GM then it 
needs to be addressed with a more obvious visual aid. 
  
Sometimes the GM will realise that his descriptions aren't sufficient. More often it 
will be the players who draw attention to the problem. Regardless of who realises it, 
the solution is easy to implement. 
  
The New Deal rules are no barrier to using maps, drawings, tokens, dice or even 
miniatures (if anyone owns any) to facilitate the shared understanding of the combat 
scene: whether it's a few chicken scratches on a white board, a more detailed 
drawing prepared in advance, or something inbetween. If there's an enormously 
complex combat with dozens of opponents then there is merit in preparing the 
battlefield ahead of time on a sheet of A2 paper. And if such a map existed, then 
there is also benefit in using tokens on that sheet of paper instead of drawing on it – 
as drawing would become quickly confusing. 
  
But doing this is not the same as using the tactical combat rules. 
  
For a table-top roleplaying game to work, you don't need to know the absolute 
position of any of the components. You do need to know the relative position of 
them. You need to know where the cover is in relation to you, whether you can 
reach your friends or enemies in a move action or not, whether you're in range of 
the evil wizard's charm person. Sometimes that can be done with words, sometimes 
we need something more…. but that 'more' stops short of adopting the tactical 
combat rules whole cloth. 
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Attacks of Opportunity 
 

The main change the House Rules make to attacks of opportunity is to rule that 
characters no longer automatically threaten an area around them. The following 
replaces the text titled "Attacks of Opportunity" on p180 of the Core Rules (2009). 
Also anything on the summary table on p183 of the same book, or in the "Actions in 
Combat" section on pp181-188 can be disregarded if it contradicts these rules. 

 
Sometimes a combatant in mêlée lets her guard down or takes a reckless action. Her 
enemies may be able to take advantage of this lapse in judgment to attack her for 
free. These free attacks are called Attacks of Opportunity. Attacks of opportunity are 
provoked in the following ways: 
  
1) You provoke an attack of opportunity if you are in mêlée combat with an 

opponent and do any of the following things. The attack of opportunity can only 
be delivered by the foe (or foes) currently engaging you in mêlée combat, not by 
anyone else. 
 

• Use a ranged weapon, or use a ranged touch attack spell or ability. 

• Cast a spell, read a scroll or use a spell-like ability without attempting a 
Concentration check. 

• Direct or redirect an active spell without attempting a Concentration 
check. 

• Make an unarmed attack or use a combat manoeuvre for which you don't 
have the appropriate feat. 

• Retreat from combat without taking the Withdraw action. 

• Drink a potion or apply an oil 

• Light a torch 

• Load a crossbow or similar weapon with ammunition. 

• Use a distracting skill, such as Open Lock. 
  
2) Additionally the following actions provoke attacks of opportunity even if you're 

not in mêlée combat. Any hostile opponent with mêlée reach of you can make an 
attack of opportunity upon you, if you attempt to do any of the following things: 

 

• Stabilise a dying friend, including the use of potions and oils on others. 

• Deliver a touch spell on up to six friends. 

• Pick up an item, or retrieve an item from your pack. 

• Move a heavy object. 

• Stand up from a prone position. 

• Deliver a coup de grace. 
  
3) You provoke an attack of opportunity from a foe you are about to attack if you: 
 

• Move into mêlée combat with an opponent who has a greater Reach than 
you. 
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Making an Attack of Opportunity: An attack of opportunity is a single mêlée attack, 
and most characters can only make one per round. You don't have to make an attack 
of opportunity if you don't want to. You make your attack of opportunity at your 
normal attack bonus, even if you've already attacked in the round. An attack of 
opportunity "interrupts” the normal flow of actions in the round. 
  
If an attack of opportunity is provoked, immediately resolve the attack of 
opportunity, then continue with the next character's turn (or complete the current 
turn, if the attack of opportunity was provoked in the midst of a character's turn). 
  
Combat Reflexes and Additional Attacks of Opportunity: If you have the Combat 
Reflexes feat, you can add your Dexterity modifier to the number of attacks of 
opportunity you can make in a round. This feat does not let you make more than one 
attack for a given opportunity, but if the same opponent provokes two attacks of 
opportunity from you, you could make two separate attacks of opportunity (since 
each one represents a different opportunity). All these attacks are at your full normal 
attack bonus. 
 
 

Injury and Death 
 

The following additions are added to the rules that appear on p199 of the Core Rules 

(2009). All other rules are unchanged. 

 
 
Massive Damage: The death from massive damage rules are not optional under 
House Rules. They are unchanged from the text on p199. 
 
Dying (Negative Hit Points): A dying character has a hit point total that is negative, 
but not equal to or greater than their Constitution score + their character level. 
 
 

Movement, Position and Distance 
 

The rules on pp192-194 of the Core Rules (2009) use the tactical combat grid to 
adjudicate character movement. As there is no grid in the house rules, these rules 
need to be further clarified. The following are guidelines for the GM, and for the 
players.  

 
 
Tactical Movement 

  
You character's Speed is the distance he can travel in feet in one move action. The 
written rules divide distance into grids made up of squares five feet to a side, so a 
character with a Speed 30 can move six squares in a round. The House Rules ignore 
all mention of "squares" in favour of traditional measurements such as feet. 
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Position and movement in a gridless system is all about relative positions. Rather 
than having an absolute distance that your character can either travel in one round 
or not, it's often about how your Speed compares to other characters. Am I faster 
than the orc? If I back away my Speed can they reach me next round? There's an 
onus on the DM to make the relative positions of PCs, NPCs and physical elements 
like difficult terrain, cover or concealment as clear as possible. A verbal description 
may be sufficient, a map of varying degrees of detail might be required. 
  
As there's good communication between the GM and the players, then actual 
movement is not an issue. This means the GM needs to be thorough and consistent 
in his descriptions, but it also means that the players need to continually ask 
questions in regard to their position, and test the limits of their abilities. 
 
The general assumption of the rules is that characters moving in or through combat 
always take the path of least resistance – i.e. they take the most direct route that 
places them in as little danger as possible. 
 
  
Measuring Distance 

  
There's no way to measure distance in a gridless system, but as long as the 
descriptions are good, and we're adopting a relative understanding of each 
character's position then there's never any need to either. If the player asks "Can I 
hit the dragon with my magic missile?", then the answer should be obvious. 
Characters do not move diagonally, they just move forwards. 
  
 
Moving Through a Square 

  
These rules explain whether its possible to move through a square on the combat 
grid occupied by a friend or a foe. That rule isn't needed in the House Rules. In the 
real world you can either go around a target or you can't. You cannot physically pass  
through a person regardless of how well or ill-disposed they are to you. So when you 
envisage combat in your mind's eye, a character running from point A to point B is 
always going to take the path of least resistance. 
  
There are two areas what bear further explanation. 
  
There may be times when the route you want to take is physically blocked: there are 
half a dozen orcs standing in a line across a bridge for example. In these situations, 
your character has a choice of going through the obstruction or going over it. Going 
through the obstruction is an Overrun manoeuvre. If you don't have the feat 
Improved Overrun then barging through your enemies provokes attacks of 
opportunity. If you decide to go over the obstruction, then that's a tumbling 
attempt. In order to try that you need to be trained in the Acrobatics skill and make 
an Acrobatics skill check with DC equal to 5 + the CMB of the obstructee. 
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Because attacks of opportunity are no longer provoked by simple movement the 
utility of Overrun and Tumbling is lessened. They aren't going to come up in combat 
anywhere near as often as they would do if we were using the tactical rules and a 
battle-grid. However, there are still times when they apply. 
  
The second area that bears further explanation is to do with the size of the creature. 
The rules say that any creature can move through a square occupied by a creature 
that is three size categories larger than itself. This means that a colossal dragon 
would have difficultly stopping a medium-sized human running through its space, as 
the human could simply run between the dragon's legs. That sort of rule can remain 
in a gridless game, but needs to be applied with common sense. 
  
It makes sense to say that a small creature should be able to pass a bigger creature 
unhampered. Those orcs lining up on the bridge aren't going to stop a beetle from 
wandering between their legs and across the river. The same applies with a halfling 
slipping under the legs of a titan. But it depends on the creatures involved. A human 
can slip between the legs of a colossal horse; he can't do the same thing with a 
colossal ooze, or a colossal maggot. So treat the ability to move through the space of 
much larger creatures as a principle that is often broken. 
  
And don't forget: although movement no longer provokes attacks of opportunity per 
se, there is nothing stopping a creature from readying an action to stop someone 
from trying to overrun, leap over or even run past him, or through his space. Combat 
isn't that easy! 
 
 
Terrain and Obstacles 

  
Difficult terrain is an all-encompassing term that includes deep snow, a steep slope, 
boggy ground, heavy undergrowth and anything else that is likely to impede the 
speed at which your character can cross it. The official rules state that each square 
moved in difficult terrain counts as two squares. So basically that means if you're 
crossing difficult terrain you only move half as quickly. That's pretty easy to slot into 
all the rules we've previously discussed in this post. 
  
Obstacles will also slow you down. If you have to vault a table to get to the other 
side of a room, you're going to cover less physical distance. Some obstacles might 
require a skill check such as Acrobatics to overcome, and some obstacles can't be 
overcome – you'll simply have to go around them. We're ruling that the path of least 
resistance is usually the best route for crossing a combat, and that should also apply 
here. Although some PCs might like the added challenge or ostentation of running 
along the bar of their local tavern to kick someone in the face, rather than simply 
walking up to a target and stabbing them. 
  
Squeezing is something that can be adjudicated almost on the fly. Saying that a 
creature can squeeze through a gap half as wide as the space they occupy is a good 
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guide. The human occupies a 5 foot space, so can squeeze through a gap about 30 
inches wide. That sounds about right to me. From our point of view, all we have to 
remember is that you take a -4 to AC, and a -4 to attacks while squeezing. 
 
Special Movement Rules 

  
The official rules need to point out what happens if you accidentally find yourself 
ending your movement in an illegal square and how diagonal movement works in 
difficult terrain. Fortunately we don't. However, it is worth remembering that even if 
a character has so many penalties heaped on her Speed score (from encumbrance, 
difficult terrain and so on) that she doesn't seem to be able to move, she can still use 
a full round action to move five feet. That's not something that comes up very often, 
but I thought I would point it out. 
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Big and Little Creatures in Combat 
 
 

All creatures take up a certain amount of space on a battlefield. Although this space 
isn't relevant in adjudicating movement or attacks of opportunity, it is still important 
to know how much physical room a character or creature occupies. The GM needs to 
know whether one owlbear can successfully block the mouth to a cave, or how many 
dwarf soldiers can bar a gate. This information also tells us how many creatures can 
attack a single foe simultaneously. 
 
Removing the grid-related rules, we can try to extrapolate how many creatures of a 
particular size can surround another creature of the same size. Obviously this 
assumes combat is being fought in an infinitely large flat plain, with no objects, 
obstacles or dodgy terrain to impede movement. 
 
Using the Size categories presented in the written rules is a sound place to start, but 
the geometric dimensions of certain Sizes don't tessellate. Therefore, we have a new 
table derived from D&D Next that the GM can refer to. The following replaces the 
rules found on pp194-195 of the Core Rules (2009). 

 
 
During a battle, creatures take up different amounts of space on the battlefield. A 
lone ogre can block off a 10-foot-wide bridge, while over a dozen goblins could 
surround a storm giant. A creature's size determines how much space it takes up, 
how far its attacks can reach, and how many enemies can gang up on it. 
 

Table HR-48: Creature Size 

Size Space Surround Fills 

Fine 0.05 × 0.05 ft. 0.08 0.1 

Diminutive 0.2 × 0.2 ft. 0.32 0.2 

Tiny 2.5 × 2.5ft. 2 0.5 

Small 5 × 5 ft. 8 1 

Medium 5 × 5 ft. 8 1 

Large 10 × 10 ft. 12 1.5 

Huge 15 × 15 ft. 16 2 

Gargantuan 20 × 20 ft. 20 2.5 

Colossal 30 × 30 ft. 30 3.5 

 
Space: This is the area in feet that a creature occupies. A creature's space is not an 
expression of its actual physical dimensions, but the area it effectively owns in the 
game. A human isn't 5 feet wide, but it does own a space that wide, particularly in 
combat. If a human stands in a 5-foot-wide doorway, other creatures can't get 
through the doorway unless the human lets them. 
 
Surround: This column represents the number of Medium creatures that can fit in a 
5-foot radius around the creature. 
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Fills: When creatures of different size surround one opponent, a creature counts as 
this many Medium size creatures when determining how many can fit in 5-ft. radius 
area. For example, eight Medium creatures can surround a fellow Medium creature. 
A pair of Gargantuan creatures (worth two and a half Medium each) and two Large 
creatures (worth one and a half each) could also surround a Medium creature. Three 
hundred Fine creatures (each worth a tenth of a Medium-sized creature) can 
surround one Colossal creature. 
 
These rules are designed to help the GM when it comes to making rulings in combat. 
They are an abstraction and need to be modified by the combat's physical 
surroundings and common sense. However, having a record of the 'space' that is 
owned by a particular creature is important. In reference to Movement, Position and 
Distance (above), if we know that three orcs can block/defend a 15 ft. wide bridge, 
then it's obvious to players when they need to Overrun them or jump over them 
with the Acrobatics skill to get past, and when they can just run around them. 
 
 

Flanking 
 
 

The rules for flanking are on p197 of the Core Rules (2009). There is a diagram 
describing flanking on p196. The following rules completely replace the published 
rules on flanking. 

 
If you and your allies are engaged in mêlée combat, and you outnumber the foes you 
are fighting in mêlée combat by a ratio of 2:1, then you are flanking those foes. 
While flanking, you gain a +2 flanking bonus to hit with your mêlée attacks. 
 
A target can choose to ignore one (or more) of its attackers to prevent its enemies 
from enjoying the benefits of flanking. However, each round that a target ignores an 
attacker in this way, the attacker can make an attack of opportunity against the 
target. 
 
Creatures with a Reach of zero (Fine, Diminutive and Tiny creatures) cannot flank. 
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Chapter 9: Magic 
 
 

School (Subschool) 
 

The following information is added to the end of the description of the Conjuration 
school on p210 of the Core Rules (2009). 

 
Note on Summoning Spells 

 
The nine Summon Monster spells and the nine Summon Nature's Ally spells each 
include a defined list of creatures that a caster knows how to summon. Whenever a 
character learns one of these spells, he is able to summon any creature from the list 
printed in the rulebook. However, the Pathfinder rules does allow the option for 
casters to add additional creatures to those lists. These creatures may have religious 
significance to the caster, or may simply be a matter of personal choice. The rules for 
adding additional creatures to the list are as follows: 
 
After learning one of the Summon Monster or Summon Nature's Ally spells, the 
caster can research or discover new monster summoning formulae in the same way 
that a wizard adds additional spells to his spell book. All spellcasters can use the 
"Spells copied from another's spellbook or scroll" or "Independent research" 
methods described on p219 of the Core Rules (2009). In these cases the spell-level of 
the summonable creature is equal to the level of the Summon Monster or Summon 

Nature's Ally spell that would be required to summon it. 
 
The new creature must be of a comparable power-level to the creatures that are on 
an existing summoning list. Simply choosing a creature of the same CR value is not a 
sufficient guide. Players should compare the CR, hit dice and special abilities of 
creatures. New summonable creatures should not grant any greater utility than 
creatures that already exist. If the monster seems to match the power and abilities 
of the monsters at the same spell level, it's probably okay to add that monster to the 
list but player's must still discuss this choice with their GM. 
 
For example: the unicorn is a CR 3 creature with 4 hit dice. Under those terms it 
could feasibly be on the Summon Monster III list. But that's before you look at it's 
abilities. The monster is immune to charm, compulsion and poison; it has a number 
of spell-like abilities including healing and teleportation; it has a horn, multiattack 
and the powerful charge ability; and it continually radiates protection from evil, its 
horn acts as a magic weapon and it has wild empathy like a druid. That's far beyond 
any other comparable creature. In terms of abilities the unicorn should probably be 
on the Summon Monster V (or even the Summon Monster VI) list. 
 
Starting characters normally do not start with any different monsters on their 
summoning lists, although the GM may waive this limitation in certain cases. 
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Spells as Rituals 
 

Add the following text to the end of the section on "Casting Spells" on p209 of the 
Core Rules (2009). 

 
A ritual is an intricate ceremony of complex incantations that can take several hours 
to perform, and ends with a magical effect. Some rituals can be performed by non-
spellcasters following a byzantine list of instructions recorded in ancient tomes or 
scribbled on faded wall-carvings. However, most rituals require the performer to 
have some spell-casting knowledge. 
 
Rituals of this type cannot be learned. They must instead be kept in written form, 
and may be tied to a particular location, event or special time of the year. They often 
take hours to cast, and require esoteric material components that may be quest-
worthy in their own right. The details of such rituals are left to the GM. 
 
However, it is possible for spellcasters to cast their spells as if they were rituals. This 
greatly extends the casting time of the spell, but allows the character access to the 
magic without having to prepare it in advance or have it cost daily resources. 
 
Characters who prepare their spells in advance, must know how to cast the spell in 
question – although it doesn't need to be currently prepared. Casting the ritual 
doesn't count against the character's spells per day. Alchemists, clerics, druids, magi, 
paladins, rangers and wizards fall into this category. 
 
Characters who do not need to prepare spells in advance, must also know how to 
cast the spell (i.e. it must be one of their Spells Known). Casting the spell as a ritual 
means the spell can be cast without using a spell slot. Bards, inquisitors, oracles, 
sorcerers and summoners fall into this category. 
 
Characters who cast spells using power points, must know the spell they are 
attempting to cast as a ritual. Casting a ritual does not cost them power points, 
unless they choose to spend them to augment the power of the spell. Psions, psychic 
warriors and wilders fall into this category. 
 
Only spells with a casting time of 1 round or less can be cast as rituals. A character 
who casts a spell as a ritual must still provide any material components or foci 
normally required by the spell. Any other rules that govern spells apply to the ritual 
normally. For the purposes of Concentration, the caster is considered to be 
concentrating for the entire casting time and can be distracted – or the spell 
disrupted – accordingly. 
 
The casting time of ritual spells is dependent on their levels. Spells of levels 1-3 take 
two hours to cast as rituals; spells of levels 4-6 take three hours to cast as rituals; and 
spells of levels 7-9 take four hours to cast as rituals. 
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Chapter 10: Spells 
 

The following spells are added to the list of available spells for all qualifying classes. 
This list only includes brand new spells to the third edition game. Updated versions 
of earlier edition spells will be posted to the Conversion Catalogue. 

 
 
 

MASTERY OF FLAME 

School transmutation (fire); Level fire 6 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range Medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect one small fire per caster level; see text 
Duration 1 round/level 
Saving Throw none 
Spell Resistance no 
 
You can imbue a normal fire with a semblance of life, and command it to your 
bidding. This might be to attack your enemies, consume objects or simply cause 
mischief. The fire becomes ambulatory, and takes on the characteristics of a fire 
elemental, although it is a construct and not an extraplanar creature. 
 
There must be a sufficiently large source of fire present to animate. This fire can be 
can be magical in origin, but cannot be an instantaneous effect such as fireball or red 
dragon breath. The size of the fire determines the maximum size of the animated 
creature that can be drawn forth, although the cleric's level may mean he cannot 
draw upon the full potential of the fire. 
 
Fires are defined as Small, Medium, Large, Huge, Gargantuan and Colossal. Each fire 
has enough material to animate one creature of the maximum size. So a Colossal fire 
has sufficient material to produce one colossal animated fire creature. Instead of the 
largest possible animated creature the cleric can produce multiple smaller animated 
fires as follows: 
 
A Medium object counts as two Small or smaller objects, a Large object as four, a 
Huge object as eight, a Gargantuan object as sixteen, and a Colossal object as thirty-
two. So it is possible to animate a maximum of thirty-two small animated fires from 
one Colossal fire. However, the cleric himself is only able to unleash a maximum of 
one small animated fire per caster level. 
 
Animated fires take on the statistics of a fire elemental of the sizes Small, Medium, 
Large and Huge as defined in the Bestiary. Gargantuan animated fires use the 
statistics of a greater fire elemental, while Colossal animated fires use the statistics 
of an elder fire elemental. These creatures lose the extraplanar subtype and gain the 
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construct type. This means they gain various immunities and bonus hit points, and 
are not subject to magic spells designed to protect against summoned creatures. 
 
Special: This is a spell created by the Church of Fire, and it is extremely unlikely that 
it would be known outside the faiths of Calafax. 
 
 

OTYUGH SWARM 

School Conjuration (Creation); Level pestilence 9 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S, M (6000 lbs of sewage, offal or refuse) 
Range medium (100 ft. + 10 ft./level) 
Effect three or more otyughs, no two of which are more than 30 ft. apart 
Duration seven days or seven months (D); see text 
Saving Throw none 
Spell Resistance no 
 
Otyugh swarm creates otyughs from a large collection of refuse and filth, such as a 
sewer or cesspool. You can choose to create 3d4 ordinary otyughs or 1d3+1 Huge 
otyughs with 15 HD (see page 295 of the Bestiary). The otyughs willingly aid you in 
combat or battle, perform a specific mission, or serve as bodyguards. They remain 
with you for seven days unless you dismiss them. If the otyughs are created only for 
guard duty, the duration of the spell is seven months. In this case, the otyughs can 
only be ordered to guard a specific site or location. Otyughs summoned to guard 
duty cannot move outside the spell's range. 
 
You must create the otyughs in an area containing at least 6,000 pounds of sewage, 
refuse, or offal. After you cast the spell, otyughs not summoned for guard duty may 
leave the area of offal at your command. 
 
 

WAKE OF SHARRASH 

School conjuration (teleportation); Level water 6 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range unlimited 
Target you and touched objects or willing creatures 
Duration 1 round 
Saving Throw none 
Spell Resistance no 
 
You enter a body of water of sufficient size to completely immerse you and pass any 
distance to another body of water of similar or greater size. The bodies of water may 
be completely separate, or you could use this ability to travel from one side of a 
single body of water (such as an ocean) to the other. The destination need not be 
familiar to you. If you are uncertain of the location of a particular body of water, you 
need merely designate direction and distance and the wake of Sharrash spell moves 
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you as close as possible to the desired location. If a particular body of water is the 
desired destination, and that body has dried up or is no longer there, the spell fails 
and you are ejected from your point of entry. 
 
You can bring along objects as long as their weight doesn't exceed your maximum 
load. You may also bring one additional willing Medium or smaller creature (carrying 
gear or objects up to its maximum load) or its equivalent per three caster levels. Use 
the following equivalents to determine the maximum number of larger creatures you 
can bring along: a Large creature counts as two Medium creatures, a Huge creature 
counts as four Medium creatures, and so forth. All creatures to be transported by 
the spell must be in physical contact with one another, and at least one of those 
creatures must be in contact with you. 
 
You can't use this spell to travel through water creatures such as elementals. 
 
Special: This is a spell created by the Church of Water, and it is extremely unlikely 
that it would be known outside the faiths of Sharrash. 
 
 

WATER FORM 

School transmutation (water); Level water 3 
Casting Time 1 round 
Components V, S, DF 
Range touch 
Target a volume of water, up to 10 cu. ft. + 1 cu. ft/level 
Duration concentration + 1 round/level 
Saving Throw none 
Spell Resistance no 
 
The cleric is able to take water and reshape it into any shape that suits his purpose. 
The water is held together by the force of the cleric's will, and only remains in the 
chosen form for a limited duration after the cleric stops concentrating on it. If 
concentration is broken, the cleric can regain concentration at any point before the 
duration of the spell expires. 
 
Any object can be created as long as it does not have complicated moving parts. 
Equally although you can make crude chests, doors and the like even objects with 
the simplest moving parts have a 30% chance of not working at all. Objects created 
by water form have the heft and weight of the intended objects. A longsword made 
of water hits like a real long sword, a wheel made of water can be used to repair a 
wagon. The size of the object created depends both on the limitations of the spell, 
and the amount of water available to the cleric. He couldn't created a 20 ft. high wall 
from a glass of water regardless of his level. 
 
The cleric may not keep more than one such object in existence at any one time. 
There are other uses of this power including opening a doorway in a water wall, or a 
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wall of ice. However it can have little effect on instantaneous effects so the cleric 
could not use this power to deflect a cone or cold or white dragon breath.  
 
Special: This is a spell created by the Church of Water, and it is extremely unlikely 
that it would be known outside the faiths of Sharrash. 
 
 

UNCHAINING THE FLAME 

School transmutation (fire); Level fire 5 
Casting Time 1 standard action 
Components V, S 
Range close (25 ft. + 5 ft./2 levels) 
Effect one creature, object or 10 ft. cube of matter 
Duration concentration 
Saving Throw Fortitude partial 
Spell Resistance yes 
 
The cleric can set objects and creatures on fire with a glance. He creates an internal 
fire in his target that grows in intensity the longer maintains this power. If the object 
is larger than a 10 ft. cube (such as a dungeon wall) then the cleric only affects a 10 
ft. cube of the object. 
 
The cleric can only effect objects with a Hardness rating equal to his caster level or 
less, and creatures with a DR equal to his caster level or less. If the cleric can affect 
the target, then any damage inflicted automatically bypasses hardness or DR. 
 
The cleric inflicts 1d6 fire damage in the first round he uses this power. In the second 
round he inflicts 2d6 fire damage, in the third round 3d6 and so on. The damage 
continues to escalate as long as the cleric maintains concentration. If the 
concentration is broken then the spell ends. Unattended objects cannot resist this 
power, although creatures can make a Fortitude saving throw to avoid the effect. If 
they succeed they still take 1d6 fire damage. 
 
Special: This is a spell created by the Church of Fire, and it is extremely unlikely that 
it would be known outside the faiths of Calafax. 
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Chapter 12: Gamemastering 
 

Wealth and Economics 
 

This is an additional clarification of how the rules for wealth and acquisition of 
treasure and magic items work in the game. No new rules here, just an explanation 
of how the rules fit in with the Iourn campaign setting. 

 
Iourn is a low-magic setting. There is no trade in magical items. This makes perfect 
economic sense, but flies in the face of the official rules that expect PCs to be able to 
trade, buy and make magical items and mundane gear to augment their characters. 
Let's be clear: this augmentation isn't optional. If you don't have the right bonuses in 
the right areas you won't be able to punch your weight in combat. Encounters will be 
too hard. You'll die more often. Dogs and cats will start living together. Bad times. 
 
There are many things I can do to alleviate the pressure on PCs caused by the low-
magic economy. Very few changes to the published rules are required. But I'm not 
going to talk about my intentions, or the rules, in this post. Instead I wanted to take a 
little time to justify why a trade in magical items doesn't make any sense for Iourn 
and why we need to address this. 
 
The Money Supply 

 
Everything in the Pathfinder game has a gold piece value. As characters adventure, 
they earn gold pieces (or items of equivalent gold piece value). They need to have 
earned a certain amount of wealth at any given experience level or they won't have 
the items, or the purchasing power to gain items, necessary to enable them to 
succeed in level-appropriate adventures. The amount of wealth is shown on the 
Character Wealth by Level table. Have a good look at that, we'll be coming back to 
that table in successive posts. 
 
Those of you who are tempted to point out that this whole system is a jolly silly way 
of doing things should stay your typing finger. I agree with you. This wasn't the 
approach in 1st or 2nd edition. It won't be the approach in 5th. But in 3rd edition 
and in Pathfinder it is the way things work. Our Pact of Minimal Tinkering does not 
allow for wholesale jiggery-pokery of the wealth system. We're just going to have to 
suck it up, and learn to live with it. 
 
So: back to character wealth by level. Now, I don't doubt that PCs need access to 
magical equipment that has a listed market price in line with the gold piece values in 
that table. The power of magic items is measured in gold pieces, and therefore more 
expensive items are more appropriate for high-level characters. I don't have a 
problem with PCs finding items of that power. However, when it comes to buying 
items (or even making them) we run into problems. In those situations you have to 
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envisage the PC as having that much gold in his pocket, and merchants to have 
sufficient gold in their tills to pay the correct rate for items that are for sale. 
 
That's never going to be case because, frankly, there just aren't enough gold pieces 
in existence to allow for this happen. 
 
Let's look at the wider economy. What's the most expensive mundane thing you 
think a stupidly affluent mediaeval bod would want to purchase? Is it warship? A 
castle? In the Pathfinder rules a fully equipped warship costs 25,000 gp. I can't find 
any prices for a castle, but if we refer back to the Stronghold Builders Guidebook 
(2002) then a normal keep will set you back about 70,000 gp. 
 
Compare those prices to the cost of magic items. Setting aside potions and scrolls, 
the prices of magic items are astronomical. A lowly +1 longsword costs 2315 gp 
according to the rules. You could buy eleven of them, or your could buy a warship! A 
+5 holy avenger has a market price of 120,630 gp. A ring of regeneration costs 
90,000 gp. A staff of power is 235,000 gp. Seriously… you could buy a staff of power 
or build three castles and still have enough money left over for a nice little hunting 
lodge with mountain views. 
 
Let's step out of the game and look at this with our real-world eyes. Our own history 
is replete with kings and rulers desperate to try and raise money for what they 
wanted to do – be it defend their country from attack, or raise an army to wage war. 
Those rulers couldn't raise enough in tribute and taxes to maintain a standing army, 
to have the freedom to build a navy, or to build defensive castles. They needed to 
beg, borrow and compromise to raise the cash. This is not your common man on the 
street having these cash-flow issues: this is the king! 
 
If kings need to go to such lengths to raise money for all their mundane expenses, 
then they certainly don't have the cash to fritter it away on high-priced magic items. 
A ring of regeneration is handy to have, but if there's a choice between making that 
and outfitting a battalion then a wise monarch only has one choice. And if kings don't 
have enough disposable cash, what would be the effect of a PC having it? What 
happens when the PC with 300,000 gp in his pocket rides into town? Economic 
chaos, that's what! 
 
The Trade in Magic Items 

 
This is why a trade in magic items, as detailed in the Pathfinder rulebooks, simply 
doesn't work. You can't introduce that many gold pieces into a mediaeval economy. 
There probably aren't enough coins in existence to allow for this sort of trade to 
exist. Logically, you can't have a shop in a town that sells items for hundreds of 
thousands of gp, while the king in the palace down the road finds it hard to raise 
tens of thousands of gp. 
 
Who exactly is going to buy these items? And how would you make a living from 
selling them? Think about it: you run a magic item shop. You have a holy avenger in 
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the window that you know is work 120,000 gp. No-one in the kingdom, not even the 
king, has that kind of money. If you sold it you would be made for life, but no-one 
can afford it. So you sell cheap items (potions and scrolls) in the hope of one day 
shifting the high-ticket item… and in the meantime you hope no-one steals it. 
 
But what about the wizard who makes magic items and then sells them on at a 
profit? The rules say that a holy avenger costs 60,000 gp to make and sells for 
120,000 gp. Instant profit, right? Well, no. Instant bankruptcy and probably 
starvation. How do you raise 60,000 gp? That's two and a half of the finest warships 
artisan shipwrights can produce. A monarch would probably have to increase taxes 
or marry off a daughter in order to raise that money, so how's Elminster going to do 
it? The answer is that he's not. He would never be able to raise the money to make 
the sword in the first place - and even if he did, no-one would be able to afford to 
buy it. 
 
What does this mean for the game? 

 
The game assumes that PCs find an unending amount of wealth in the form of gold, 
artefacts and magic items in dungeons. It also assumes that they spend the gold, and 
cash in the magic items for more gold so they can spend that as well. I think it's plain 
that in any economy that bears even a passing resemblance to reality that is never 
going to happen. 
 
PCs cannot, therefore, have the spending power the rules suggest. However, as a GM 
I have a responsibility to make sure that the party is sufficiently tooled up to face the 
challenges I set them. Therefore, the way I handle and place treasure has to evolve; 
and the rules for creating magic items need to be tweaked to allow that practice to 
even exist in a moderately believable economy. 
 
 

Treasure 
 
 

The rules for the placement of Treasure begin on page 399 of the Core Rules (2009). 
There's also a fair amount of guidance on treasure in the Gamemastery Guide (2010) 
starting on p105. What these rules do is provide guidelines on how much wealth – as 
represented in gold pieces – should be provided by the average encounter, and 
consequentially how much wealth in gp a character should acquire at each level. The 
house rules explain how this will work in practice. 

 
The rules in Pathfinder work as follows: each encounter in the game has a suggested 
gp reward that is tied to the difficulty of the encounter, the size of the party, the 
average experience level of the party, and rate of XP advancement used in the game. 
For example, if a group of five 1st level PCs face an encounter with a Challenge 
Rating equal to their average party level, then that encounter should net them 260 
gp. If the same five PCs faced a level-appropriate challenge at 20th level, then they 
should expect to walk away with 67,000 gp. 
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Although wealth could be earned on an encounter-by-encounter basis, GMs have the 
power to hold back awards and give them to the party in shape of a single hoard, 
rather than doling out the same amount piece-meal over a number of encounters. 
Basically a few treasure-lite encounters are fine as long as the GM ponies up the 
goods in the end. 
 
How much Treasure? 

 
The rules state that in a "low magic" game, I should half the amount of treasure that 
I hand out to PCs. While I'm going to keep that as an option for Iourn, it's not going 
to be my initial approach. I'm going to keep treasure awards at the default level 
suggested in the Core Rules. I think this balance is right, but we'll see how it goes. 
 
My general thoughts on treasure are summed up very well in the Gamemastery 

Guide (2010). If you have a copy of the book, read the section "Reducing Magic with 
World Description" on p106. That option says that magic is rare, and the fact the PCs 
have it is exceptional. The PCs (and their enemies) are effectively high magic 
characters wandering around a low-magic world. That's the way I like it. 
 
So, if I'm using the standard guidelines for treasure, how much am I going to be 
giving away? This is where Table 12-4 Character Wealth by Level rides to my rescue. 
This table provides guidelines for how much overall wealth a PC should have at any 
given level, and acts as a handy guide for starting characters at a level higher than 
1st . 
 
The amounts in the table are only cumulative if you're creating a character at a level 
higher than 1st. If you're building a 3rd level character from scratch then you have 
3000 gp worth of treasure, but a 2nd level character who advances to 3rd only gains 
an additional 2000 gp over what he already had. Using this table we are able to 
extrapolate how much treasure a player character should amass over the course of 
each experience level as follows: 
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Table HR-49: Wealth Gained 

Between Levels Wealth Gained 

1-2 1000 

2-3 2000 

3-4 3000 

4-5 4500 

5-6 5500 

6-7 7500 

7-8 9500 

8-9 13,000 

9-10 16,000 

10-11 20,000 

11-12 26,000 

12-13 32,000 

13-14 45,000 

14-15 55,000 

15-16 75,000 

16-17 95,000 

17-18 120,000 

18-19 155,000 

19-20 195,000 

 
This becomes jolly useful to me. I know that for the wealth system to work properly, 
I need to hand out the indicated amount of treasure to a character as he advances 
between the noted levels. So an 18th level character will gain 155,000 gp of treasure 
during his advancement to level to 19. Obviously, that's treasure for each character. 
If I have a party of six 18th level characters, then I'd need to include 930,000 gp of 
treasure and let them fight it out amongst themselves. 
 
What I like about this system is that I don't need to worry about treasure rewards for 
each encounter, I only need to look at the bigger picture per level. In practice, I'm 
sure that I'll dole out treasure over the course of the level, but this gives me the 
freedom to do it in a more ad hoc manner – and in a manner that's more in sync with 
the plot. 
 
What sort of Treasure? 

 
So, my party of six 18th level adventurers has finally made to level 19. Over the 
course of their last experience level, each of them has had the opportunity to 
acquire 155,000 gp of treasure according to the table above. But what's the treasure 
actually made up of? 
 
As stated in the section on Wealth and Economics, the bulk of this treasure is NOT 
going to be made up of cold hard cash. I need to restrict the money supply in the 
economy, so I can't have even the highest level characters wandering around with 
that much disposable income. Plus, there's probably nowhere to spend it anyway. 
It's not as if there are any magic item shops. 
 
It's Table 12-4 Character Wealth by Level to the rescue again! In the guidelines for 
starting a character at a higher level than first, the accompanying text tells us how 
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the wealth should be spent; it says that characters should "spend no more than 25% 
of their wealth on weapons, 25% on armour and protective devices, 25% on other 
magic items, 15% on disposable items like potions, scrolls, and wands, and 10% on 
ordinary gear and coins”. 
 
So basically, when I'm doling out treasure I should be using the amounts in the table 
above but giving away items in the following percentages: 10% of the treasure 
should be in spendable wealth such as coins; 15% of the treasure should be in 
disposable items such as potions, scrolls or wands; and the remaining 75% of the 
treasure should be in magic items or unique mundane items that cannot readily be 
sold such as art objects or gems. 
 
If the party acquires magical treasure that they don't need, they can still extract the 
magic from it and use it to create new magic items of their own design, or 
commission enchanters to do so on their behalf. See the section on Making Magic 
Items. 
 
Artefacts or items that are only there to drive the plot along aren't included in this 
budget. If I want to give a party of six 6th level PCs a flying ship and send them out 
on a fact-finding mission to the Floating Islands of Krell then these rules aren't going 
to stop me. 
 
 

Experience Points 
 

This is a summary of the Pathfinder rules and an explanation as to how the rules 
differ from the system we have been using. The experience rules are found on 
pp397-399 of the Core Rules, intertwined with the rules for planning and balancing 
encounters. 

 
I've used my own way of assigning Experience Points (XP) since the early days of 
third edition. I always thought the advancement rate was too quick, and I didn't want 
characters to accelerate to high levels too quickly… not when there were so many 
low levels to enjoy. Suffice to say I think it's time to make use of the written rules in 
this area, and take advantage of the many options that the Pathfinder game 
provides. 
 
How XP works in Pathfinder 

 
Back in third edition every monster was assigned a Challenge Rating (CR) value. You 
compared the challenge rating to the average party level on a table, and that told 
you how much XP the encounter was worth. That's not quite the way things are 
done in Pathfinder. Monsters, traps and hazards still have Challenge Ratings, but 
they are there to help a GM balance the encounter, and to indicate the absolute XP 
value of the challenge. This XP is then split between party members who defeat or 
overcome the elements. Like third edition, it's not all about killing monsters. 
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Avoiding a combat with clever decisions or good roleplaying is just as effective at 
earning XP. 
 
The rate of advancement through the levels is actually controlled by the Experience 
Point Table. The GM chooses a slow, medium or fast progression for the PCs, and 
they accrue experience points normally. It's not a revolutionary idea, but it is a 
welcome one and helps to customise the game. 
 
Experience points aren't just given for killing monsters. There are also guidelines for 
non-combat encounters and story awards as well. Roleplaying encounters should 
only award experience points if there are adverse consequences for failure. If this is 
the case then I should be awarding XP equal to Average combat encounter (or a little 
more or less if the non-combat encounter is really hard). I can also include story-goal 
awards. These should be equal to twice the average combat encounter… or more if 
it's a major plot point. 
 
Conversion from the House Rules 

 
In the old house rules, I used my own experience table that uses different values 
between the levels. These house rules still have a slow, medium or fast progression 
variants. It won't surprise you to learn that the Chosen of Narramac are on the Slow 
Progression table, but the characters in the Prophet and Loss campaign are on a 
medium speed progression. How will this change when I move characters over to the 
Pathfinder XP tables? Glad you asked. 
 
First of all, I'm moving all characters over to the Medium XP progression. I will leave 
you to wonder over the reasons behind this sudden burst of generosity. Now we 
have the decided on which XP table to use, we have to make sure we fairly and 
proportionately convert characters across. 
 
Let's take our dear friend Elias as an example. At the end of session 115 of the 
League of Light campaign he was 20th level with 114,873 experience points. Under 
the house rule XP table the group is using there's only 6000 XP between levels. Level 
20 starts at 114,000 XP and level 21 is at 120,000. Therefore when converting Elias, 
he should have enough experience points to put him at 20th level and eight-hundred 
and seventy-three six-thousandths (873/6000) of his way to 21st level. 
 
Pathfinder's medium-rate  experience table says that characters need 3,600,000 for 
20th level. There is no 21st level on the table but there are guidelines. This is what 
they say: “To gain a level beyond 20th, a character must double the experience 
points needed to achieve the previous level. Thus, assuming the medium XP 
progression, a 20th-level character needs 2,100,000 XP to become 21st level, since 
he needed 1,050,000 XP to reach 20th level from 19th. He'd then need 4,200,000 XP 
to reach 22nd level, 8,400,000 XP to reach 23rd, and so on.” 
 
So Elias is 873/6000 of his way through the 2,100,000 XP he needs to reach 21st 
level. That's 305,550 XP. Therefore Elias's current XP total as of session 115 is 
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3,600,000 + 305,550 OR 3,905,550 XP. As for the other PCs: Brack is  18th level with 
1,937,500 XP; Arvan is 18th level with 2,066,125 XP; Nicos is 19th level with 
2,806,900 XP; Ravenna is 19th level with 3,068525 XP; and Raza is 19th level with 
3,468,050 XP. 
 
And no, I haven't worked out the XP for session 116 yet. 
 
Looking at the XP levels for characters from the Prophet and Loss campaign: Durral is 
5th level with 15,165 XP; Hector is 3rd level with 6733 XP; Jumah is 5th level with 
18,757 XP; Montes is 5th level 18,736 XP; and Talon is 4th level with 14,846 XP. 
 
Looking at those figures, it is apparent that there is some serious disparity between 
the high-level PCs (not so much at lower levels). It's this way not just because of 
overall attendance at the game, but also when you attend. Missing sessions while 
your characters are a higher level means you miss a greater amount of XP. Daniel 
missed the last retreat, Steve missed the one before. They've got the same number 
of sessions under their belts, but Nicos has more XP than Arvan simply because the 
average party level was higher when he earned it. 
 
Of course, experience points are relative. Although there is a ridiculous gulf in XP 
between the party members, everyone is going to be getting significantly more XP 
per session at higher levels. Even though Elias is so far ahead in XP, he won't earn 
enough XP to reach 21st level before everyone else (even Brack and Arvan) are 20th 
level. So everyone else will catch up before Elias levels again. Wholesale 
jiggerypokery is therefore not required. 
 
Experience and Encounters in the New Deal 

 
Like most GMs my games are a mixture of carefully planned encounters, and 
encounters that I'm making up as I go along. Using CR as a way of judging the threats 
PCs face is very helpful guide to improvisation, and the more detailed rules for 
combat construction work pretty well too. I just haven't used them as often as I 
should have done. 
 
I will point out that Iourn remains a living, breathing world. Just because your 
characters are 5th level doesn't mean that every challenge you encounter will be 5th 
level. You might still get mugged by a bunch of 1st level thugs, or you might 
encounter a beastie that will eat you up and spit you out without blinking. All 
potential encounters will not be balanced to your level: the world doesn't work that 
way. 
 
With that in mind, here is a summary of how I'll be calculating XP from now on: 
 
Overcoming Challenges: If the PCs defeat enemies in combat, prevail over physical 
obstacles or traps, or cleverly overcome their problems without combat then they 
are awarded XP equal to the CR of the challenge. This experience is divided equally 
between all PCs that participated in the challenge. So if only three members of a 
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party of four participate in an encounter then the missing PC doesn't get the XP. 
Characters gain no XP from defeating a challenge equal to or less than their Average 
Party Level -10. 
 
Roleplaying Encounters: Experience is only awarded for a roleplaying encounter if 
four of the following five things are true: there are negative consequences if events 
in the scene go against the PCs; if the encounter pushes the party toward a definable 
goal; if most of the players make noteworthy contributions; if the PCs take an active 
role in the scene and aren't just listening to the GM; if all the players are attentive 
and entertained. If most of that is true, then XP is awarded in the same manner as a 
combat encounter. Roleplaying encounters are assumed to have a CR equal to the 
average party level, although the GM can change that. 
 
Story Goals: Specific goals within an adventure can be assigned an XP award, usually 
equal to twice the XP of a CR equal to the average party level. That means the 
average story award for a 19th level party is 204,800 XP, but this award may be more 
or less depending on the significance of the goal. Saving the world from demons 
would merit more XP, finding granny's teeth down the back of the sofa would merit 
less. 
 
This is all fairly straight forward, but it's worth me pointing out what this system 
doesn't do. There's no individual XP awards for players (unless you tackle a challenge 
on your lonesome). I used to offer XP for roleplaying, using class abilities and having 
good ideas. All that is gone now in favour of the above. I'm happy to move on, but 
you should be aware of what we're leaving behind. 
 
 

Beyond 20th Level 
 

This section replaces the last seven paragraphs of the rules of the same name that 
appears on p407 of the Core Rules. 

 
 
Experience Points 

 
To gain a level beyond 20th, a character must double the experience points needed 
to achieve the previous level. Thus, assuming the medium XP progression, a 20th-
level character needs 2,100,000 XP to become 21st level, since he needed 1,050,000 
XP to reach 20th level from 19th. He'd then need 4,200,000 XP to reach 22nd level, 
8,400,000 XP to reach 23rd, and so on. 
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Table HR-50: Epic Advancement 

Character 

Level 

Experience Point Total Feats Ability 

Score Slow Medium Fast 

21st 8,350,000 5,700,000 3,800,000 11th --- 

22nd 14,350,000 9,900,000 6,600,000 --- --- 

23rd 26,350,000 18,300,000 12,200,000 12th --- 

24th 50,350,000 35,100,000 23,400,000 --- 6th 

25th 98,350,000 68,700,000 45,800,000 13th --- 

26th 194,350,000 135,900,000 90,600,000 --- --- 

27th 386,350,000 270,300,000 180,200,000 14th --- 

28th 770,350,000 539,100,000 359,700,000 --- 7th 

29th 1,538,350,000 1,070,700,000 717,800,000 15th --- 

30th 3,074,350,000 2,145,900,000 1,434,600,000 --- --- 

 
 
Challenge Ratings and Experience Awards 

 
A new advancement table, also necessitates an expansion to the table of Challenge 
Ratings. Here is the Total XP awarded by encounter for challenges up to a CR of 35. 
That should be enough to keep even the highest level parties on their toes. I haven't 
extrapolated out the rest of this table, as I won't be using it when I calculate XP. 
 

Table HR-51: Experience Awards 

CR Total XP 

26 2,457,600 

27 3,276,800 

28 4,915,200 

29 6,553,600 

30 9,830,400 

31 13,107,200 

32 19,660,800 

33 26,214,400 

34 39,321,600 

35 52,428,800 

 
And that inevitably leads to a new table for the amount of wealth a PC should 
acquire per experience level. Extrapolating this table out is more of an art than a 
science, although I think the following is generally in the spirit of the game: 
 

Table HR-52: Treasure Values per Level 

PC Level Wealth 

21 1,115,000 gp 

22 1,405,000 gp 

23 1,755,000 gp 

24 2,165,000 gp 

25 2,640,000 gp 

26 3,190,000 gp 

27 3,820,000 gp 

28 4,453,000 gp 

29 5,325,000 gp 

30 6,215,000 gp 
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Level Progression 

 
Characters who advance beyond 20th level must either multiclass or take levels in a 
prestige class. All of the abilities of the new class are gained normally. This means 
that the highest published level in a character class (20th level for core classes, and 
10th level for most prestige classes) is the hard limit for class level, but not the hard 
limit for total character level. If a character has advanced to 20th level in his 
favoured class, then he can select another core class as his favoured class. 
 
 
Scaling Powers 

 
Hit dice, base attack bonuses, and saving throws continue to increase at the same 
rate beyond 20th level, as appropriate for the class in question. Note that no 
character can have more than 4 attacks based on its base attack bonus. Note also 
that, before long, the difference between good saving throws and poor saving 
throws becomes awkwardly large – the further you get from 20th level, the more 
noticeable this difference grows, and for high-level characters, bolstering their poor 
saving throws should become increasingly important. Class abilities common to more 
than one class or prestige class, that could conceivably progress past 20th level (e.g. 
barbarian rage, seamanship) continue to progress at the appropriate rate. 
 
Spells 

 
Caster level continues to accrue beyond 20th level. For each level a spellcasting 
character takes in class that would normally increase their caster level, that 
character's caster level increases by one. For example: a wizard 20/Archmage 5 has a 
caster level of 25; a Wizard 20/Fighter 5 still only has a caster level of 20. 
 
At every odd-numbered caster level beyond 20th, a spellcaster gains access to a new 
level of spell one above his previous maximum level, gaining one spell slot in that 
new level. These spell slots can be used to prepare or cast spells adjusted by 
metamagic feats or any known spell of lower levels. 
 
At every even-numbered caster level beyond 20th, a spellcaster gains additional spell 
slots equal to the highest level spell he can currently cast. He can split these new 
slots any way he wants among the slots he currently has access to.  
 
For example, a wizard with a caster level of 21 gains a single 10th-level spell slot, in 
which he can prepare any spell of level 1st through 9th, or in which he can prepare a 
metamagic spell that results in an effective spell level of 10 (such as extended 
summon monster IX, or quickened disintegrate). At caster level 22 he gains 10 spell-
levels' worth of new spell slots, and can gain 10 1st-level spells per day, two 5th-level 
spells per day, one 7th-level and one 3rd-level spell per day, or one more 10th-level 
spell per day. At caster level 23, he gains a single 11th-level spell slot, and so on. 
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Spellcasters who have a limited number of spells known (i.e. Instinctive casters such 
as bards and sorcerers) can opt out of the benefits they gain (either a new level of 
spells or a number spell slots) for that level and in exchange learn two more spells of 
any level they can currently cast. 
 
Epic Destinies 

 
Characters who break the ceiling of 20th level deserve to make a unique mark on the 
game and the game-world. Epic Destinies represent the ultimate customisation of a 
character, where players create their own progression based on all the elements that 
have truly defined their character over the previous twenty levels of play. 
 
An epic destiny is one that grows out of the character's story, and it may confer new 
abilities as well as extrapolating the progression of class-based tropes. For example, 
the character Elias Raithbourne, has reached 20th level and he is made up of a 
mixture of the following classes: Sorcerer, Fighter, Rogue, Paladin, Pious Templar and 
Glorious Servitor. He also has a blue dragon bloodline. From 21st level we could 
invent a single class that encompasses the essence of Elias. 
 
This isn't about creating a class that's more powerful than any other class, simply one 
that better defines the character. So maybe Elias's epic destiny is a class where his 
paladin smite continues to progress, as does his ability to shapechange into a 
dragon, that has a good base attack bonus (as he is a warrior) and grants him some 
nifty draconic abilities from his bloodline. 
 
No-one has to have an epic destiny, epic desintinies can be deferred indefinitely and 
you can multiclass normally between your epic destiny and other classes.  
 
Creating any new content for the game is time consuming, but in this case the onus 
is on the player and not the GM to come up with an appropriate progression for their 
character; they know their character the best after all. Once created the GM needs 
to decide whether it is suitable and discuss any necessary changes. Any prospective 
class should also be reviewed by other players at the table, to make sure that 
everyone is happy. 
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Chapter 15: Magic Items 
 
 

Cannibalising Magic Items 
 

These new rules are included because of the need to find a way to create magic 
items that does not use gold. Magic Items are still defined in the system by their 
gold-piece value, but these house rules separate that from the way in which the 
campaign world works. These rules should appear after the section on "Magic Item 
Gold Piece Values" on p550 of the Core Rules (2009). 

 
 
All spellcasters have the ability to cannibalise magic items in order to gain the power 
that is required to make a new magic item. No special feats, spells or rituals are 
required. Under this system any caster who can create magic items (i.e. has the 
correct Item Creation feat) has the ability to drain the magic from an existing item 
and use it directly in their casting. 
 
This doesn't create residuum (as it did in 4e); the magic is simply taken from the 
sacrificial magic item during the item creation process. It all happens seamlessly. 
Each magic item contributes a gp value equal to its construction cost in the 
Pathfinder rules. So if a party has a Ring of Water Walking that they don't want, they 
can drain it of magic and it would contribute 7500gp toward the cost of a new magic 
item. 
 
Within the game world this works really well. The magic item creation rules can exist 
in exactly as they are written, and I don't need to make tens of thousands of surplus 
gold pieces appear in the economy just when a wizard wants one. Most wizards 
creating magic items would actively have to seek out caches of existing magic items 
in order to create new ones. 
 
These rules don't preclude PCs finding magic items as treasure or in the cold dead 
hands of NPCs. It doesn't stop a wizard discovering a laboratory that has 100,000gp 
worth of magical components in it, or an elemental vortex that enables him to forge 
a Flame Tongue sword with little components at all. It won't attack any flavour, it will 
just make the low-magic economy thing make sense. 


